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"With Malice toward None, with Ckurity for Ally and with Firmness in the Right."
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Personal Mention

Mora County,

New Mexico,

New Bank at Roy
"The Bank of Roy" 3 to be the
name of the new bank which will open
for business April 1st
.j
The new bank will be opened in a
room in the new Floersheim machine
shed under the big water tank which is
now being fitted up for it, later,
The Charter for the new bank, has
been secured, the protests sent in
against it having been quashed lc
the proof of the truth concerning the
situation here.
Attorney George H. HunRer, of the
Peoples Bank, of Las Vegas came
Monday with the Charter and a proposition to take the stock not subscribed for here by Roy people, and
asks for no more, for their bank.
The Capital stock will be $25,000.00
and $5,000.00 surplus, in; shares of
$100. and $20. additional for the surplus fund.
Most of the stock has been taken
by local people and the Peoples Bank
will have but little holdings ia it to
redeem their pedge.
It has been shown that amount
of banking business transacted by Boy
people with banks at Las Vegas, Raton, Trinidad and other points is far
more than enough to warrant the establishing of this bank and it is a
popular move, not to interfere with
already established business but
care of all the business originating here requiring banking facilities.
This will be oae of the big Boosts
Roy ia getting on her way to becoming a city of importance. She has
others coming soon, one of them will
be a fine modern Lodge Hall and
a fine new modern church building and there are many others on the
way,
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At the Convention of New Mexico
Mr. Bagwell grabbed, the wire and
penses May Bt wool U rowers, held at Ros well, Mon blew the whistle frantically last Sat
uy ana iuesüay, Marcch 8 and 9, urday afternoon when the drill stem
Deducted Special Form for Fartw
Honorable J. E. Saint, chief tax com- which, for the past two
iÜüílllüiüiHlliiillSüiüü
!ll!líII!l!ll!il!illllll!UlII!lSi!l!IIIiiSlJ!lli::iS
months has
Income Cash or Accrual
missioner of the State, delivered a no- stubbornly been at the bottom
of the
FOR
table
address
REPUBLICANS
ONLY
on "Taxation." After 800 foot well in. Roy. A lot of inBasis, for Computing.
We were only suggesting when
calling attention in striking state- terested people flocked to the well
we spoke of the K. C. Star and
The Republicans of Roy called a
ments to the inequality, inefficiency, to welcome the prodigal back
to day- -,
A farmer, shopkeeper,, or tradesman and injustice in our present system, light
Plainsman as club offers with Caucus for Monday evening to choose
and it was soon, uncoupled fcom
delegates
to
he
the
county
figure
Conurged
up
and
State
must
special study of this subject the big "Grab" that broueht it out
his net income for 191!);
at $2.50 a year for the ventions.
the S-Only three Republicans,
and i the farm or business income in high schools and colleges and pub- and arrangements started to get the
many
Roy, Brown and Lopez, showed up
three but there are so
plus hi. other income wa sufficient to licity for the information of the peo- did which had broken off it from its
they ran in to a whole pool hall
that we will haye to take and
require an income tas return a com- ple. An important pare of the dis- bed in the bottom. A "grab'' had to
full of good Democrats, some of whom
cussion deals with the rapidity ad- be sent to Tucumcari
and bored
plete return must be Hied Willi the cothem on, As soon as we have generally offered to attend and help
vancing tax rate. An income tax law to a larger size to get a hold on out
the
llector oí internal revenue by March 15. is
advertising space to spare for it make a quorum. The generous offer
advocated by the commissioner to bit but there is no doubt of its liftA fanner should ascertain the gross reach intangible
was
refused
with
much
dignity
and.
the
wealth now largely ing out like an acheine tooth when
we will boost for it. At present Caucus is
Income- of his farm by computing all free from taxation.
postponed till Saturday
Exemptions are he gets a grip on it.
we will just take on all who call night of this week and this is a notice
gains derived from the sale or ex- condemned by Mr. Saint. The conThe well will soon go on down the
to other Republicans, if there are any
change of hi prodret whether pro- structive plans suggested are most ramaining 200 feet called for in the
with the $2.50.
others, to come and help choose deleduced' on the farmi or purchased and significant and are stated as follows: contract and it may require another
gates and wake up to the fact that
resold
1st. A tax commission of three men 200 feet to get the water vein which,
The gas engine to the Delco this is the year to elect a president
Expenses
Farm
elected
by the people for two, four will be drilled if necessary. -- ..
'lighting system at the Roy Trad- and do a lot of other things.
This well drilling can be a heartjFrom his gros income a fanner Is and six years and as
their terms exing Company, exploded and made Republican
allowed to charge off nil of his neces- pire to be elected for six years. These breaking job when things go wrong,
Caucus, Pet. 22, Satursary expenses- ia the conduct of the commissioners are not to be nomi- the man who has so stubbornly fought
of itself Wednesday day night, March 20, to choose
scap-iro- n
out this
delefarro during the year. These include nated by any political party, but are unqualifiedbatch of hard luck has our
gates to the County Convention.
.morning.
admiration and our best
put
on
the
ticket
through
petition
a
of
costs
planting,
cultivating, harvestCOMMITTEE
wishes for success im the rest of the
Tony Hanson and Harry Redd
to
the
Secretary
of
State,
by
a fixed
ing and marketing.
In addition to per
centage of the qualified voters of enterprise.
were standing by it trying to get Bias Sanchez, Road Superintendent,
tftse costs he may deduct money spent the State. Men
so elected hv I tiHnn
Mora County is here doing some
Harold Taylor was in Ray last Sat
v. ....
m,m l0o.s oi snort me their names shall be
it started, neither of them were for
idad nn ill .V.,. urday
grading
and
work
culvert
on
WHignr
the
year,
to Tucumcari where
during
roads
the
such as shor- tv, tickets., nH
injured but it is little short of a They have a mile or two of tractor
i!Mi
..fi. j ouau he got onhishiscarway
rv.iwvM,
rts, rakes, efe. Also, the cost of feed endorse any
drove out to Hutchand
man for the position of
miraole they were not killed.
grading that is really good work.
pnrchasmi for his live stock may be Tax
inson, Kansas. He will arrange his
Commissioner.
Such
commission
affairs there and then settle at Pueblo
treated as an expense In so far as this on the job all the time
The cause of the explosion is Bias is also a very receptive candiwould do away where
date for Sheriff, it is said, and is lookrepresents
cost
outlay,
actual
but
the
mystery,
with
the
field
men. The commission for herhis mother is and make a home
still a
ing for a place on a ticket but just
and his baby brother. Harold
value of Ms own products fetl to ani- could do the work and
save the State realizes the responsibility
which ticket is not quite decided. Good
mal
not a deductible Item.
that has
money
over
the
present
system.
will get him furdevolved upon him at the death of his
Other farm 'expenses allowable are
Ed Noble came in Tuesday to efficient road work
2nd.
"
Abolish
the
ofconstitutional
g
ther than
will if he
the cost of minor repairs on buildings fice of County Assessor and have the father and is game to take it up and
attend some business and find a wants our opinion.
(but
not
üwelttng
the
house),
on
fences, assessor appointed through a kind of proud of his ability to take the place
renter for his farm north of
of the head of the household.
wagons nuil farm machinery ; also bills Civil Service
examination;- them re
Nel3 Benson dropped in casually on
paid for horseshoeing, stock powders, quire mm to go out and. appraise and
town.
Monday and, paid his $2 for the cdm-in- g
Jim Christman's new well drill ar
rock salt, services of veterinary, insur- assess on the ground all the property
year just like he would buy anyance (except on dwelling house), gaso- at us iuu value, allow him ample den rived1 Sunday and was unloaded this
were
Green
the
Wearers of
week.
thing else nowadays, without batting
It is a very complete outfit
Roy Evan Courtenay is the name of line for operating power and sundry uty service and expenses for doing
with tractor connections so it can
expenses
numerous Wednesday in honor an eye.
other
which
were
paid
In
this.
Of
for
his
course,
expenses must be
the fine baby boy who arrived via the
vouchered and passed upon bv com move itself to its work. It is built
"Stork Route" at the T. L. Courtenay cash.
of St Patrick. He really wa3 a The advertising patronage of
for 1000 feet and has all modern
the home on the Chas. Kidd farm ThursAs to hired help, all the productive petent autnority.
good old soul. If we all did only
equipment for convenience , and expehas increased to more than we
drd.
Create the office of Countv
We have the fath- labor Is a deductible expense; but the
March
11th.
day,
good with the means at our have room for and we are seriously er's word for it that he is a most re wages of household servants, or help Auditor, whose business it shalf be to dition. Jim also knows how to run it
and will get into the well drilling game
considering the
.command as he did the world and extra pages.cost Itof will soon print markable boy and he and his mother hired to Improve the farm, as in tree take the assessment schedules and to right.
take are people to be proud of.
planting,
ditching, etc., cannot
make up the rolls and' extend the rate
the oneor the other means to get
would be bettet,
claimed against earnings. A farmer Is of taxation.
Both these officers to
more space to accommodate our busiWeather and the Death Rate.
Masons held a special session not allowed to claim a salary for him- be under direct charc-of the State
The
ness.
The general death rate Is found to
Mr. Richard Barrack, came
last Saturday afternoon to work on self or members of his family who Tax Commission.
With this change in onr law of as- Increase with rising temperature, and
the degrees and as a result there are work on the farm.
to diminish with a falling thermomedown from Trinidad Tuesday and Jim Sullivan sends a check from four
sessment,
an
income tax
more apprentices on the way to
Wear and Tear.
George
Dania, Florida, for the
These conclusions are reached
for
oven
up
the
says
and
law
setting
and a mine tax law and numer. ter.
is
light. A banquet and more
Purchase of farm machinery wag- he will be here next summer and he further
tiy Doctor Ellsworth Huntington of
He
our
Bakery.
other
changes
to
fit
Roy
modern
ideas
me
evening
aura
out
wo,.k U)lltnuli, etc., also the cost
Lewis at the
threatens to talk over old times with in uie uegiees
of taxation. I think New Mexico will Tale, and are a result of a study of
j
f rLonstruetioi! or extension of bulld- about 4Q0,Wi leaths in New York
reports it impossible to keep up us. They have had a frost in Florida session,
Ings.'sllos. fencing, etc., should be con- - then have a taxing system that would city in connection with the weather
;
.
with the demand for bread at his which did some damage to crops.
V. R. Bixby is back at Mills again 8l(t)W( additional Us eslments in the result in the doubling of the valua-tio- n
in the State and a corresponding on the day of death. The peculiarities
"
shop. Mr. Lewis will soon be Jim Ruth faourht. a .nnnv Snti,i-,i.- ,
farm ami are not proper deductions reduction
.
,
. """"'s
seem to apply to all seasons. Variety
in our rate of taxation
wne.ro ne naa oeen an me mmuie oi
"
.,.,,IH, ..,.,.
in the weather Is healthful and stimsupplying the trade here" with and. had. if .hi his, car to take home. aR.
uvs the flowff Y
He thought he saw it on the street 0nfaU ame weís
sonable allowance
Ik,
ulating, and It Is believed that some
i
andFoy
subsidinTand
pastries
and
bread
the
resh
h
f
Variability Is (is essential 3 prapftr h&
, .:.
afterward and his friends enioved
f lImHil f..r wear and tear on farm
A County Convention of the Inter
"uw" lu """ buildings
7
will have another industry on the chase he gave it before he caught
tin, farmhouse),
(except
,
Church World Movement will be held
fences,
nmclilnery,
it
and
wagespecially
work
animals,
his
discomfiture
when
way.
the
'"'""
Saturday was another big day in ons, tanks, windmill
at Roy during the last week of April .U
he came triumphantly lugging it back
tint oilier farm
town was packed full of eijulpiiKMit
Longest Ore Dock.
or the first week of May by one of the
to find that it was another pup and Roy. The
Is used lu the conwhich
people and cars. The old complaint
Ditfnth has an ore dock 2A"H feet
"Teams" which are canvassing the
duct df the fiirm.
The plans for the new Catholic his was safe in the car where he left it about "not
is not
"
enough
long, the longest l the world.
A to autos and tractors', the cost of state in the interest of the movement.
was
a
great
It
he
race
ran
buildwith
any
it
The
Church are at hand.
Prejudice against it is fast giving
heard any more for 90 per cent of the these Im nut an expense,
wav.
although the way
people come in cars or Fords now. We
and many are beginning to Fee
ing will be a credit to the town.
cusí'
of their upkeep is an allowable
What Makes Corn Pop?
wonder if anyone else remembers conthat
have never before had the
Bids. for the erection of the Jim Johnson butchered some hogs ditions 13 years ago when the whole deduction, if the machines are lined ex- right they
A grain of "popcorn" Is tilled with
concept
of
religion
the
they
have
clusively for fai'ii purposes and not
tightly-packebuilding are open to contractors last week and remembered the
starch grclns. The Infirst car
with a generous supply of sausag town turned out to see the
pleasure. Also, in such cases, a de- - professed and al e ready for a broader side of the grain Is divided Into a large
for
Roy?
of
streets
ever ran the
horizon.
that
anil the pians may be seen at the and some spare-rib- s.
(liictiny lor wear ami tear is allowed.
The sausaee is
Several from here will attend the number of cells, each of which mayJte
unusually good and, even with out
Rectory.
Farm Losses,
likened to a tiny box, the walls of
The Beck Motor Co. is having the
Convention at Springer Wednesday,
amateur method of frying is mighty
The loss of
growing' crop Is nut a (April 7th.
Fr, Felix Vachon.
office at the garage remodeled and en- Rev. O. W. Hearn will which are sufficiently strong to withwell fit to eat. We sort of envy peo-pi- e
Pritchard is the work-- 1 proper deduction from income, iuas-ma- n be with one of the teams in the state stand considerable pressure from withwho can live on a farm and have largcd. Jim
charge.
in
It will be more con-- , much as the valúe of (tie crop had not canvass. He has been assigned to an in. Upon the application of heat the
Messrs' Roberts and Olver, of such good things to live on the year venient and pleasant
in the office when been taken Into gross income.
The Illustrated Lecture on the subject of moisture present In cudi llttlo .box Is
a building or of machinery
Amarillo, prop's of the new Roy round.
'"s
nome ami loreign surveys and will converted Into steam that finally esfinished.
through storm, lightning, flood, etc., is be afield ten davs with the team Dr. capes by explosion. The grain of com
whol
contractor
Lewis,
the
W.
A.
week
last
in
Yard,
drove
Lumber
Now comes the speil of the "Owen
built the Fathers and Sisters houses an allowable deduction, but cure should !H. R. Mills, of the Mothedist Church then literally turns liisnio out And Is
to visit the town and take óbserv for President" club of Okiahomu.
e
for Fr. Vachon, is here with the plans be used to ascertain the correct loss 'of Clayton, is the head of the move- - transformed luto a large luuss of
We
are
like
waiting
Hoover
ations. They had rather kind and most of the other Herbert
for the new Catholic Church and they snstiitned, as rentr.ctwl by Income lax :ment in New Mexico.
starch.
citizens of the
They will start at Clovis April 6.
which modes- U. S. till we hear the right call. Wt will try to get started with the build- regula Hons
words for the S-No deduct ion lh allowed in the case
ing of it in the very near future. Mr.
doubt
if
Literally Stumbled on Riches.
the
brand
of
repeating.
either
of the old
ty forbids our
record on his previous of loss of animals raised on the farm,
parties will be burned into a very Lewis made a
About
a quarter of n century go
a
finest
to build the
but loss Is deductible from gross In
Waldo Morris remembered us last two prospectors In the biishland ot
large number of citizens who think work and is anxious
come
county
here.
the
the.
if
animals
in
purhad
church
been
will
be
Bright
in
S,
Alonzo
Dr.
'week with a generous donation nf Western Australia had put up their
for themselves this year and coming
He also has his eye on the new
Roy, Sunday, Mar. 21st with Rev. years will be still more so. Political School building to be erected at Mora
his garden) tent for the night and determined to
s creeds, like the dead languages,
m
the
breaks
south
of town., trek back to 1'erth next morriliur. as
evethe
preach
Vimont and will
proiiucis new ror favorable murket iflna ..a.
1
J
.
will lose their hold on a thinking peo. this summer.
uiameier meir quest mm proven mimes, une
"""""V"
prices
cannot
be
deducted
as
a
for
invited.
ning sermon."';. You are
a parsnip is 5 inches crasa t. th I .if them
,m.'
pie and the axiomatic truths of life
land
nriwi
, .
' ih
" iM, i.v
.
L
. .
George Lamb returned to Roy Tues- the reason that when such products ..
wp ana two
will .be more and more understood as
long
ieet
and
the
hoi
is
just
root
picketed
e.
of
his
.Tfestlessness
mother
are sold the shrinkage will be reflected'
day bringing his father and
outside the tent and, going out to .see
Mr, Wilbur Outhus arrived in our minds broaden with popular edu- with him. He is well, and looks fine In the selling price.
off bo there must have been another what was the matter. Im tripped In the
cation..' Already the Associated Press
Roy Wednesday and will farm on has begun to learn that it has lost its and his friends are glad to see him
Sale ef farm and Land.
foot in length left in the soil. We are darkness over a boulder, which proved
'
The value of agricultural lands has waiting for Mrs. to come home and on
power with the people as it has lost again.
land near Solano this summer.
exsmlnatlon to ie almost pure
been jumping during the past few cook them as they are too high class gold. That was the beginning of
its reputation for truth and proven
J. H. PAGE DIES
years, and during 1919 many owners for our amateur culinary efforts.
Dr. M. D. Gibbs and J. E. Wildman itself the tool of the Classes who own
sold out part or all of their lands at
left Sunday for Albuquerque to at and control it.
J. H. Page, prominent farmer near big profits. All such gains constitute
tend Masóme Grand Lodge and T. Ju. When it betrayed the confidence of Mills,
died at his- home Thursday, f income and must be taken Into the net
Mitchell, Master of the Roy lodge, the people it lost its influence.
- Income for the year.
11th, 1920, after a brief
March
went Monday. As master and war
neás,
An person who sold part of a farm
B.
Laughter,
E.
of Solano, remem
dens they felt they should be there
Mr. Pa.ge was born in Adrain Coun- or ranch, or part of a parcel of land,
and the membership joined in that bered us with one of the big juicy
that grew by the ton in his ty, Texas, October 6th, 1859. He was must also show any gains realised by
belief. They will have a fine time
garden
last
summer. We've been married to Mary Josephine Rosson, the sale.
and be back with more enthusiasm
breaking off the tubers and eating January 18, 1886. Four children were
The method of figuring gains and
fk.n uihii fnr fha frnternitv.
them raw ever since and giving them born to this union, two of whom sur- losses on such transactions I? preto our friends. They are like raw vive, they are Mrs. Tom Turner and scribed In the Income Tax regulations,
LIBERTY
peanuts for flavor and have the com- Mrs. C. W. Daniels, both of Mills, copies of which hiay be secured from
mon "Spud" backed up in the corner. New Mexico, who with their mother Internal Revenue Collectors.
School has been in progress the Mr. Laughter raised a ton or more of cherish the memory of a kind and
Forme fer Returns,
these artichokes and has found a mar- loving husband and father.
past two weeks.
InternarBevenue?Bureau
The
has
Funeral services wore held at the
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Barney ket for them among people who know
Issued an Improved Form" 1040P for
10:30
and
Satu?4y
mornnig
home
at
son.
how good they arc.
Mitchell March 7th, a
use of farmers. ' This form, tointerment was made at the Rey ceme- the
Robt. Holmes and Benj. Stuart are
gether
with Form 10404 or 1040, will
Les Alldredge came down from tery. Rev. O. W. Hcarn conducted give the farmer explicit Information
delivering corn to the F. M, Co, in
Pearl White Laundry Soap -- 4 Bars for 25c
Springer Monday on business. We the service,
Roy
as to how to properly figure his net
of
believe he likes an excuse to get back
Ocie Caum purchased a truck
Income for 1919.
Limit 24 Bars to a Customer '
CARD OF THANKS
to Roy. He admits there is more do
Claude Haskin last week.
are
two
There
methods
of
a
figuring
Mr. Hatfield and son made business ing here than at Springer these days.
We ask that our many friends whe farmer's Income tax return this year.
trip to Colorado the first of the week
us with sympathy, encourage- He may make his return on the basis
aided
homein the interest o? the latter's
Watch this space every week. It will pay.
J. D Wade, the blacksmith, has pur ment and acts of helpfulness will ac- of the difference between the money
...
stead.
chased the stock and leased the black- - cept this expression as a token of the and goods received for his products
The sale at S. F. Davis' past Friday smtih shop in connection with the deep gratitude we bear for them in and the cash paid out
for actual allowwas largely attended and everything Liberty Garagq from R. A. Pendleton our bereavement in the loss of our able farm expenses
within
the year.
brought fair prices. Mr. and Mrs. & Soti, and is established as a busi-ne- beloved husband and father.'
Or he may make his return on the acDavis arid their eons, Herbert and
man on his own hook in Roy,
Mrs. J. H. Page & Daughters.
crual basis, which means computing
John, and children, are planning to- - go commencing Tuesday morning. Mr.
receipts and expenses that pertain
the
Oklahoma
in
to
on! an overland trip
'
Wade is well known here as a workto
the
taxable year, excluding Income
Varied
Gift.
the near future.
man and should receive a good pat
"A Profitable P.'ace to Trade" ,
Some women are remarkable fc earned and expenses Incurred In preMarch 14th was the worst day we1
are glad to have him their poise; others for their nvolrdn vious or succeeding years.
1919.
14th,
March
since
have had
baek in our neighborhood again.
Necessary
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Mm cure. "But Simeon Uuval and bis Madeleine Kosnyjand Breueseau ahead I had uo right bui I do not wtit
brother Louis boast of Brousseau's of him, at the top of the rise. They yon to go there. It is because I nonor
protection, and they are dangerous seemed to be talking earnestly, and you, and "
She was staring at mm in greaxer
Hilary held back, unwilling to surprise
men."
He hardly knew whether
"You have my promise," said Hilary, them. Presently he saw Brousseau distress.
i
that they shall not sell liquor in St. spur his horse and gallop away In the she understood.
she be
"If Monsieur Brousseau
Boniface.
And by heaven I'll smash direction of Ste. Marie, while Madegan,
any man who tries to corrupt my peo- leine came slowly toward him.
"Forelve me. mademoiselle, DUt aoes
ple I" he added, with a vehemence that
She saw him and turned her horse
surprised himself.
aside to let him pass. She had been he mean so much to you as that?"
She started and twitched the rein
Hilary slept poorly that night. Trou crying, and there were traces of tears
"You are insoienir sne cneu.
away.
have
would
him.
She
thickening
cheeks.
ble seemed to be
about
still on her
ILLUSTRATIONS BY IRWIN MYERS
Had he, Indeed, the power to handle waited for him to go by, her face "How dare you question me or lay
No, I have
(Copyright, 1019, by George H. Doran Co.)
these wild people whose very tongue averted, but Hilary placed his hand down the law to me?
Monsieur
Stay,
then,
enough.
heard
upon
bridle.
he could hardly understand?
the horse's
AhIipw. and cut down the trees that
"Mademoiselle Rosny" he began.
Then, out of the darkness, there
of
"Let me go on," she said In a low you have bought and sell them; but
"There, run along," he said, with pity rose, In vivid portrayal, the facenow
PC
'
do not presume to speak to me any
Rosny.
Madeleine
He admitted
tone.
In his voice. "Do not come here again,
ME
ANY
MOREl"
TO
PRESUME
SPEAK
TO
"DO NOT
to him, enough
"I want to speak to you. And If more 1"
Nanette." He made a swift sign over how much she meant
mirtiod her horse with her
Eh
while. you are In trouble I want to help
fcVM.
any
the
venture
to
worth
make
UUO
her. "God be with thee, .Nanette," he
Synopsis. Hilary Askew, young American, comes Into possession of the
spur, and the beast bounded away, al
meeting; and you."
last
of
their
thought
He
timber and other right on a considerable section of wooded land In Quebec
said gently.
me grouuu.
In spite of It he dared to dream of a
She smiled wearily. "T am not In most flinging unary to yet,
the Rosny seigniory. Lamartine, his uncle's lawyer, tells him the property Is
The girl fled from him, sobbing, and
as she
flaming;
was
face
Her
of Uttle value. He visits It, and finds Morris, the manager, away. From Lafe
hardly
one to come.
happier
should
were
I
trouble, and if I
Hilary could hear her sobs after she
sobbing
her
Connell, mill foreman. Askew learns his uncle has been systematically robbed.
hear
could
Hilary
rode,
decided
had
Before he fell asleep he
ask your aid, Monsieur Askew," she
had been hidden by the pines.
Askew and Connell reach an understanding, and Askew realises the extent of
to go to Quebec and try to secure answered. Then, with sudden ve- again.'
the fraud practiced on his uncle. Askew learns that Morris, while manager of
thy
the
is
asked
father?"
"Where
He was sure that urousseau was
some Jobber to take over Leblanc's hemence, "Why did you come here?"
his (Áskew's) property, la associated with the 8te. Marie company, a rtval concure.
He re
cern, of which Edouard Brousseau is the owner. Hilary discharges Morris
would
he
At
the same time
she cried. "Why could you not have the cause of her distress.
"He has gone to the store," faltered lease.
and makes Connell manager. Askew discovers a gang of Brousseau's men
words to himseir on we
an
get
Lafe's
and
stirup
records
called
look
land
the
of
alone,
Instead
Boniface
St.
left
engage
compelled
to
cutting timber on his property. After an altercation he Is
the girl. "Monsieur Tessler "
thnir first meeting. Brous
accurate Idea of the extent of the ring up hatred? Is it not enough that i,rh
In a flstlo battle with "Black Pierre," the leader, and whips him. He also
say nothing," answered
shall
"I
hand was stretched
jobber.
grasping
boss
Rosny
seigniory.
his
my father should have been compelled seau's
clashes with Leblanc,
Father Lucien. "But do not let this
Characteristically, he put his plan to sell your uncle our trees, without forth not only on tne seigniory uut uu
si happen again. Marie," he continued, Into practice two days later, when the your coming here to exult over our tta - hoi rosa and he vowed that the
ther Luden to help him out In this "thou hast won the love of a good down boat arrived, Instructing Lafe to shame?"
CHAPTER IV, Continued.
battle between them should be fought
man."
difficulty.
out on this ground also.
hold up the dynamiting till his return.
Mademoiselle
exulted,
not
have
"I
Her face hardened, and she looked Lafe saw him off, and he had hardly
But Father Lucien forestalled him
How far could be count on them?
Rosny; I am sorry,"
at
sullenly
the
priest
Be was
CHAPTER VI.
To the last penny, perhaps, and liter- with a visit that evening.
arrived on board before discovering
"Take back your pity. We don't
"A girl should think long before re
ally. Their Jobs would hold them to agreeably surprised by the warmth of
Morris had embarked at Ste. want
that
BrousIt What has Monsieur
fusing a good man who lovea her."
Inside the Dance Hall.
Hilary suspected him of hav- sean done to you or Mr. Morris?"
him In spite of Brousseau, Just so long his welcome, heard Hilary attentively,
eyes down; and there Marie.
cast
her
She
forthcoming.
on
once
him.
spying
volunteered
to
and
at
wages
assist
were
and
plan
of
had been the general expectation
bis
as their
ing learned
It
swin
you
Inquire,
has
since
"Morris,
s
of them resent- "But there will be no trouble, mon- was the Incarnation of rebellious stub him. The two men eyed each other, dled me oat of several thousand dol that Louis Duval would open his aa- Probably
bornness In the rigid figure.
ed his presence In their country. His sieur," he said. "Captain Dupont is
loon that evening. Hilary was aware
but did not speak.
The captain's steps were heard,
Independent,
love
not
raised
he
and
does
the
and,
had
Black
Pierre
victory over
put
Frontenac
up
the
at
that Louis and two assistants were enHilary
crushing the wood chips Into the shin
office
him In their estimation; they might Ste. Marie people.
customs
gaged In carpentering behind the
the
with
having
business
"Father Luclen.H said Hilary. "I gle. The old man came quickly for with reference to a shipment of ma
hate him Instead of despising him, but
closed door of the shanty. However,
quick;
lamplight
arc
Into
of
ward
the
evening came and the house remained
small matter requiring a rethat was bit. He could count on the was going to have a talk with you ly,
chinery,
a
as If be feared the realization of
devotion and faithfulness of perhaps later about certain things that are ob- some
closed. Furthermore, there was a gencalled there, and was disgust
fund,
he
terror gnawing at his heart For
one man besides Lafe Connell little jectionable the llqour trade, for Insee Morris coming out of the rev
ed
to
eral exodus toward Ste. Marie, and
a moment Hilary saw the pale gray
stance."
In conversation with
Baptlste.
department
enue
when the news came that Louis himFather Lucien stopped and thumped eyes with the same menace upon his the assistant chief.
The gang was hard at work below
self had gone it became clear that he
own. Then Duront knew him.
the dam, strengthening the structure his stick upon the chipstrewn sand.
In his attempts to
had postponed his Inauguration of the
entirely
He
failed
said,
"Bonsolr, Monsieur Askew,"he
"Now that is exactly what was In
test of Hilary's authority, for reasons
Leblanc's
of the boom. Riviere Rocheuse, pourget
to
sublease
a
Jobber
extending his hand.
ing down from the foothills of the my mind when I started out to see
small men
known best to himself, or perhaps to
plenty
of
were
There
tract
He opened the cottage door, but the
Laurentlans, speeds with great force you today, Monsieur Askew," he anBrousseau.
willing to do so on the installment sysnot
enter.
cure did
Hilary came to the decision to ride
through the gorge above St. Boniface, swered. "They are bad people over at
tem, but none willing to risk an imme"Captain Dupont," he said, "there
to Ste. Marie that night and see
over
on a territory with
widens opposite the settlement, and, Ste. Marie, and they are making St.
Investment
diate
has been trouble between Monsieur
was transpiring there. Lafe, to
a reputation as St Boniface had
gathering its waters there, shoots Boniface as bad as they are. They Askew
what
such
here and Monsieur Morris."
whom he confided his scheme, thought
unjustly
straight as a dart over the broken laugh at me when I speak to them. It
acquired.
"I have heard of it," replied the cap
It risky, but, when he could not induce
Is bad ; but It cannot go on. Monsieur
cliff into the gulf.
Hilary knew he had to thank Morris
tain.
broken,
the
was
see
Hilary to change it, asked permission
you
If, when the Jam
Askew, as I said to
Bonithe day I
He
for
St.
to
that.
returned
"Ask him If he Is willing to accept
to accompany him and made him
pressure of the great n.ass of logs you, I ope we shall be frlen's. Now
aconly
one
next
day
thing
face
with
his orders from me," said Hilary.
promise to avoid trouble.
map
proved too strong for the boom, In- I know we shall be, and, please God,
The cure translated, and the captain complished. He had seen the land
they
flume
Into
out
the
It was about an hour after dark
stead of passing
we shall at least keep the brandy
upper
reaches
and
ascertained
the
that
answered him, stroking his gray beard
they turned up from the beach
would pour over the cataract Into the of St. Boniface."
when
Rocky
surveyed
and
of
river
had
been
and speaking with slow emphasis.
Into the main street which held the
St. Lawrence, where their retrieval
They stopped and shook hands upon
right,"
Lucien that the creek was wholly on his own
is
all
"It
said
Father
Such an acci- their compact, and then went on towould be Impossible.
chief dance halls. Simeon Duval'i
finally.
"Captain Dupont takes his land. He found, too, with some surplace was working full blast as
In the
dent had happened on a small scale gether, past the straggling outskirts freight where he finds
large
prise,
Island
out
a
that
it He takes
once before. If It should happen now of the village, beyond the wharf, until
were half a dozen more, and Hilary
your company in accordance Gulf was part of the Rosny domain.
from
hopes.
Hilary's
recognized numbers of his own men
rough
on
the loss would end all
appeared
not
Morris'
had
It
they reached Dupont's cottage.
with hi 8 contract. He will not break
en
route. Nobody appeared to notice
He was glad Baptlste had seen this.
map.
WithThe cure tapped at the door.
It. If Brousseau refuses him freight
Hilary searched for the figure of the in Hilary could hear the murmur of
Lafe, who met him at the wharf, "Let Me Go," She Said in a Low Tone. them, however, and they reached
on
up
pick
the
can
he
all he needs
Simeon's place unnccosted, and, standlittle timekeeper and general utility voices, which suddenly ceased. Then south shore. You can rely on him."
looked worried.
lumber, Mademoiselle ing upon the porch beside the door,
of
worth
lars'
man, but failed to find it.
glad
as
said,
come,"
you've
he
'Tm
there came the splutter of a match,
Hilary felt deeply satisfied. If the
He ascended the hill beside the rush- and the flame of a lamp. Hilary saw captain was staunch, not Morris nor they drove to the mill together. Rosny. As for Monsieur Brousseau, looked In.
the trouble Is of his own seeking."
ing cataract.
He was crossing the a girl's figure In silhouette against the
It was a large wooden building,
Brousseau nor all his men should pre- "Things were pretty bad on Saturday
"Yon went upon Monsieur Brous within which a score of lumbermen
waste land where the logs and tin shade.
night."
vent him from getting out a record
seau's land and quarreled with one were dancing, mostly with one ancans were strewn when he saw Jean'
"They're striking?"
was that of Marie Dupont, the cutting before navigation closed.
It
of his workmen, and you
other ; but a few had women partners.
bright"No,
Mr.
Marie. The little man was engaged In captain's daughter, and Hilary rememAskew.
the
That's
"Tell Dupont we'll keep him busy,'
earnest
There was no pretense of secrecy In
conversation with Black bered that there was some mystery Hilary said.
est point in the situation. MacPherson, him shamefully, Just because you are
big and strong, and not afraid of a respect of the sale of liquor. Simeon
called
me
foreman,
Pierre behind a shed. Black Pierre about her; he had seen her going her
the
tells
that
It's
When he was with Father Ltiden
weaker man. And you and your hired Duval, whom Lafe Indicated to Hilary,
seemed to be protesting vigorously.
solitary way about the village, Ignored upon their homeward way he asked off. Brousseau's dropped that maneu- men
our men who serve you have was a stoutlsh, middle-age- d
man in
ver,
some
own."
reason
of
his
for
The presence of fhe man beside Bap- by all and Ignoring all.
him a question about a matter that
Monsieur Brousseau's lumber, shirtsleeves, with pale blue eyes and
taken
"What's the trouble, then?"
tist came to Ellafy. with a shock.
At the same time he saw another had puzzled him.
"I guess Brousseau's off on another and you are going to sell it as your a thin crop of reddish hair, turning
Without changing his pace he ad- figure slinking away into the shadows
"Why does Dupont look at me as If
tack, Mr. Askew. All the hands was own. You ought to be ashamed of gray. He wore spectacles, which gave
vanced toward them, In his mind re- of the pines. Father Lucien saw it I were his mortal enemy?" be asked:
him a strange, scholastic expression,
to Ste. Marie on Saturday night yourself, you outlaw 1"
peating Lafe's advice over and over. too, and darted forward and caught It
"Ah, Monsieur Askew," said the over
"You're altogether wrong, Mademol and the arms beneath his upturned
He was still Inwardly quivering, yet by the arm, and drew It toward the cure, stopping to thump his stick upon by special Invitation from Simeon Duhall selle Rosny," answered Hilary quiet sleeves were a mass of fat and muscle.
trying to appear unconcerned, when beach.
the shingle, "there Is a story there. val, who owns the biggest dance
ly. "The quarrels were none of them The interior was vilely hot, gusts of
the two perceived him. Pierre turned
It was a girl of about four and So he looks at every man when first there. There was free drinks for every- of my
seeking. Monsieur Brousseau, fetid air came rolling out with the toIn
an
body,
whole
was
and
place
the
on
his
scowl
a
him
with
foolish,
weak face and he meets him. He fears for the girl
toward
twenty, with a
Is
quite capable of taking care of bacco smoke, and the din was deafenwho
a
Not
morning.
uproar
Sunday
till
blackbruised face. His eyes were
gaudy finery.
Marie and unfortunately he is right
lays claim to land and lum ing.
ened, and he looked the Incarnation of
"Nanette Bonnat," said the cure In his fears. For she has her mother's stroke of work has been done here till himself,
Is not his. I suggest,
which
four-daber
As the two stood there Hilary was
a
means
yesterday,
which
formalignancy.
very sternly, "how often have I
nature.
mademoiselle,
that you have not astonished to see little Baptlste push
sobering
only
men
are
week.
The
Just
He spoke to Bnptlste quickly, and to bidden thee to come herer
ago,
years
nearly
many
was
"It
shown sufficient cause for your hos past them and enter. His face was
Hilary's surprise Baptlste, without ac"Let me go!" cried the girl, whim- twenty, I think, and before I came up now.
tility.
agitated, and he seemed to see nothby
a
"However,
ain't
worst
the
that
presence,
walked
knowledging his
pering and struggling.
here, when Capt. Jules Dupont was a
"I have done you no wrong," urged ing but his objective. He strode
open secret
Boptlste's
slowly away with him.
The door opened and Marie Dupont fisherman In St. Boniface. He was long sight It's a sort of up
St. Boni- Hilary. "I have come here to take through the dancers toward one side
sudden departure puzzled Hilary a stood on the threshold. The flicker- - married to Marie Letelller, who was that they're going to open
charge of a legacy which' my uncle of the room, where two girls were
wide,
and
Simeon's"
face
more
much
time,
and
good deal at the
much younger than he, and gay and
me. It is all I have in the world, seated. Hilary had observed one of
left
to
"You mean Simeon has dared
afterward.
thoughtless. People said it was an
has been my hope to make the task them decline several invitations to
It
was
while
one
I
hells
here
of
his
start
match; but she loved him, and
successful and, in succeeding, to con dance and drink, though apparently
away?" cried Hilary angrily.
CHAPTER V.
they were happy.
yet,"
"Not
said Lafe. "There ain't sider my neighbors and help my em urged by the other ; now he recognized
"When he left his young bride to go
more
no
being sold here than ployees. Is not this a case for our them as Nanette and Marie Dupont
liquor
Marie Dupont
tongues
sealing off Newfoundland the
Baptlste strode straight up to Mayet.
they're going to open working amicably together, as you
usual
Hilary
But
as
Lafe was as despondent
wagged, but he trusted her, and when
Louis suggested In the case of Monsieur rie and stood before her. Hilary could
up
Simeon's
they
Hilary
can.
If
brother
over Leblanc's treachery.
Ma
child
was
the
returned
he
there
Brousseau? Come, Mademoiselle Ros- hear nothing, but he saw the little
had only one cause for satisfaction In
rle, and a warm welcome. So three has rented that house by the old sta- ny,
let us forget our quarrel and be timekeeper gesticulating, and apparoccupy
to
bles
Baptlste
used
Jean
purely
was
that
a
the situation, and that
years passed.
friends."
ently imploring her. He saw Marie
personal one. He was glad that Le"When Jules Dupont returned the last year before It began to go to
not
shrug her shoulders and avert her
hand
he
did
take
the
She
that
going
a
dance
to
pieces,
and
have
he's
gone.
blanc's cancellation of the contract had
With
fourth year his wife was
"
extended, but she looked at him in face. Nanette was laughing, and two
left the Chateau grounds immune, and
whom? Nobody knew. I know more hall there and sell brandy
or three of the lumbermen nearby
Hilary rapped out an oath. "Not If wonder.
so had neutralized Brousseau's first
than anyone 4n St. Boniface, but I
my
she watched the little scene with amusespoke
of
"You
,
answered.
say,"
he
anything
to
have
I
move In the campaign.
never knew. Some wanderer from the
"Nor me," said Lafe. "The trouble said presently, with a touch of mock ment. Baptlste grew more vehement
What gRlled him was the reflection
inter she
south shore; and
you? Surely Marie turned on him angrily.
was back with the child, pleading for Is, where do we start In? We can't ery. "What is that to
ttiat In this fight which Brousseau had
you, which
feeling
my
toward
father's
town
was
fight
fighting
I
whole
upon
him
he
the
her
forgiveness.
H.e sheltered her until
thrust
power
no
can
have
to help or
mine,
Is
couldn't
wondering
we
whether
Madeleine too. He shrank from the
death soon afterward. Since then his was
Injure you?"
A dance hall
thought of Madeleine Rosny as Brousand the
fear has been that Marie will have In- wire the revenue people "
"It means much to me, your good
"No!" said Hilary sharply, "Well
seau's' wife; he tried to think of her
herited the mother's nature. He
troubeginning
of
more
will, Mademoiselle Rosny," said Hilary,
as sacrificing herself for her father's
never makes a voyage but he returns fight our own battles, Lafe."
ble.
saddle.
in
leaned
forward
She
her
Lafe subsided in a hurt sort of way.
In fear and haste. And he wishes her
sake. But this picture would not hold
e
together; she was most evidently acBaptlste, who The evidences of demoralization were "Monsieur Askew," she sold, "listen
to marry
you
you value my good-wi(TO BE CONTINUED.)
qualnted with Brousseau's designs, and
loves her but you have seen tonight obvious In St. Boniface. The men were to me. If
slow and surly, the women sullen, shall have It on one condition."
approved of them.
to what her mind is turning.
"On any condition."
"Kitchen Middens."
It was
On the day after the Interview with
"The women recall her mother's slatternly and hopeless-lookin"That you leave St Boniface."
Kitchen middens are great mounds,
Leblanc a new development occurred.
fate, and their dislike has made her clear that they had little hope Hilary
"Except that," said Hilary.
some 100 feet long and 250 feet wide,
Lafe, who had been grumbling all day, "Nanette Bonnat," Said the Cure Very secretive and solitary. And It is lone could counter this new project. Hil"It is not that I grudge you your found In Denmark, England, Scotland,
down
air,
ary
In
feeling
flung
Mon
was
a
the
aware
near.
so
of
ly here, and Ste. Marie
came into the office and
n
Sternly, "How Often Have I
sieur Askew, you saw the girl Nanette as if he was being tested. He saw possession," resumed the girl hurried' France and In parts of Europe, North
his hat In utter dejection.
Thee to Come Here?"
"Something new?" asked Hilary.
She is from St. Joseph, of decent par furtive glances as he went by, he rec- ly. "Believe me, I am not thinking of and South America and Australia.
on
fell
within
lamp
Lafe
light
Ing
the
said
of
ents, who mourn for her. She was ognized reluctance In the sullen touch that. As you said, the money was They are supposed to be the refuse
There's talk of a strike,"
paid, and the rights are yours. But heaps of prehistoric periods, and are
In disgust. "Brousseau has had his her face, Illuminating one side and lured from her home to Ste. Marie, of the cap and the unsmiling faces,
composed chiefly of oyster, periwinkle,
this Is no place for you, monsieur.
The
shadow.
they're
in
Is
him
not
one
with
half
hostile,
while
watched
some
'em,
among
other
leaving
and
the
have
that
fears
work
and
I
men at
esteem you and and give you cockle and mussel shells.
could
wages
Maembittered,
sad,
pretty,
resentment,
If
In them
something
as
his
get
was
but
girl
keeping
to
like
the
face
using her as a tool
saying that you're
If you said T have made are found Implements of wood, stone,
my good-widown, and that Brousseau would give and rather hard. The cure, still hold- rie Dupont into his clutches. But what attitude toward the Duval proposal
a mistake,' and went. Why do you bones of animals and cinders.
was discounted beforehand.
ing Nanette by .the arms, .turned to- can I do save watch and wait?
two dollars a day if you would."
stay here, to stir up trouble and agicapital,
Hilary
kept
plan
my
a
con
in
Askew,"
had
mind
his
ward Marie.
"Therefore, Monsieur
"He wants to get Into
Cotton.
river, tate us all? What Is It yon want,
along
my Instructions count for nothagitated
cutting
of
bank
the
the
much
"So
Lucien,
of
Father
tlnued
ehr
Practically all of the
cotd
said angrily.
"I Implore you to prevent this evil without waiting for the snow. It seem- that you will not take the value of
"lt' Just one way of hitting us. I ing I"-"Well, why should she not come from spreading to St Boniface. It Is ed to htm a feasible plan to fell right your trees from Monsieur Brousseau ton Is produced In the states of Geortell you, Mr. Askew, It's a tough Job
gia, Florida and South Carolina, the
go?"
we've taken on. Ton know these men here, Monsieur Tessler?" demanded Brousseau who debauches those poor beside the water, and float the logs and
objection to being finest coming from the chain of isla
natural
have
many
"I
so
no
to
responsiteams
haul,
down,
requiring
I
Is
"Have
has
this
who
Dupont.
Is
Marie
Duval
he
Simeon
people
there.
It
sense.
got
ain't
my own property," said ands off the Carolina coast It is well
been banding out free drinks in that friends In St. Boniface that I should ble for all this evil. He cares nothing a process Impossible until the snow driven out of
d
named
cotton, as when
shebeen of his at Ste. Marie, and tell- turn from those few I have? In Ste. for the people, so long as he wields was deep. On the Saturday he went Hilary.
yours. grown away from the coast the fiber
have
been
never
should
In
"It
parsurvey
me.
to
It
you
are,
afoot
see
the
out
Is
the
glad
to
In
timber
are
creature
the
master
votes
they
his
hard
Marie
for
a
their
ing them what
And this, mon- upper reaches. In order to get a clear- Monsieur Brousseau wanted It, but rapidly degenerates into upland cotso wrong that I should go there with liament at Quebec.
and they're Just swallowing It."
ton unless seed grown in the Isl"We'll face that trouble when It de- my friend to dance sometimes, when sieur, was chiefly the cause of my er view, Hilary took the public road my father"
ands Is obtained for planting succesHilary
agitation.
in
off
broke
She
withalong
you
ran
eastern
urge
bank,
to
closed
are
the
to
that
you
St.
Boniface
tonight
Hilary.
to
of
visit
doors
the
velops," answered
sive crops.
keep the brandy and the dance balls in the Ste. Marie limits, and ascended laid his hand lightly upon the rein,
But Hilary did some hard thinking, to me?"
own.
near her
The ringing scorn In her voice was out of St. Boniface, for I hear It being to an elevation opposite the
and It settled about Dupont. If BrousAlcohol From Moss.
Rosny," he urged,
"Mademoiselle
seau could buy out Dupont he was characteristic of some latent strength ; said that one of the Duvals boasts he tract on the west side.
Swedish
syndicate is planning to
A
as
agitated
as
was
he
conscious
that
had
He
nearly
the
branch
one
reached
who
there."
has will open a dance hall
finished ; he could never get a lumber she seemed to Hilary like
distill alcohol Bpirit from white moss,
I
St. road which ran in toward Ste. Marie, she, "I want to ask you something.
on
the
be
sold
upon
strength
brandy
shall
Into
"No
the
got
must
hammered
been
year,
and
he
schooner that
along which Lafe and he had driven on do not want you to go to Ste. Marie. there being enormous quantities Of It
Boniface property, Father Lucien."
out some shipments before navigation anvil of Ufe.
the
that first morning, when he perceived I said I wanted to help too. Perhaps available,
"I am glad, monsieur," answered
Father Lucien released Nanette.
elosed. He decided to appeal to Fa
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subject It would be well for him to
apply to the director of his state ex
periment station and the United States
department of agriculture for literature and Information on special points.
ALFALFA
Inoculation of alfalfa fields Is essen
tial. The best and most simple sys
tem Is to transfer some Inoculated soil
Thorough Preparation of the from an old sweet clover field to the
new stand. This Is best done in the
Seed Bed Is Essential for
afternoon of a cloudy day, the soil being distributed by shovel In the amount
Profitable Stand.
of about 300 to 400 pounds to the acre.
This work should be done in the absence of sunlight, as the sun destroys
USE ALL LttflBE AVAILAEL the bacteria which Induce Inoculation,
Local inoculation cultures are also
supplied by the various state expertPlant Food Realized From Fertilizer ment stations and the federal depart
WIN Tone Up Soil and Nourish
ment of agriculture upon request
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If your Aspirin tablets have the contains proper directions for
name "Bayer" stamne-on them. Colds, Headache, Toothache, Earare genuine "Bayer Tableta ache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, RheuM
. rl
J
matism, Neuritis, and for Fain.
lions of people. The name "Bayer"
Always say "Bayer" when buyidentifies the true
s
ing Aspirin. Then look for the
Aspirin prescribed by physicians safety "Bayer Cross" on the packfor over eighteen yean.
age and on the tablets.
Always drink one or two glasses
Handy tin boxes of twelve tabf water after takmir the tableta. lets cost but a few cents. DrugEach unbroken "Bayer package" gists also sell larger packages.
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The
man is often the
only one who Is satisfied with the
Job.
self-mad- e

OUCH!

Instant

It is better to patch up a quarrel
today, than your face tomorrow.
WHY

LUMBAGO

PAIN!
RUB BACKACHE AWAY

Relief With a Small
Bottle of Old "St
Jacobs Oil."
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DiESISTS BECOZB

Young Seedlings Apply
Lime for Acidity.

(Prepared by the United States Depart'
ment of Agriculture.)
Cardinal points in alfalfa culture In
elude thorough soil preparation, neU'
trallzatlon of the soil by lime' where
acid exists, use of high quality alfalfa
seed of suitable varieties, proper In
oculatlon of the soil where inocula'
Hon Is necessary; all pf which presupposes the seeding of the alfalfa
early enough In the fall to make the

growth adequate to resist winter kill
Ing,
and the development of a sucTrial
For many years druggists have watched
cessful stand which will cope with the
with much interest the remarkable record
difficulties of unfavorable seasons.
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t

1

1

ENTIRELY

UNFITTED

Weighty Reasons Why

FOR

Mr.

well-texture-

.

IT HE MIGHT CHARGE FOR

J. Fuller Certainly, at Price Druggist Wanted
for Oil, a Little Should Go a

Gloom Declined Nomination for
the Legislatura.

"No!" a trifle grimly said J. Fuller
Glom, In reply to the tender of the
committee. "I am not now, have never
been, and never shall be, a candidate
for the legislature. At the age of twenty-five
years painful experience
caused me to abandon the idea that
the world owed me a living, at thirty
I lost my strut, at thirty-fiv- e
I ceased
tO think I WAR smarter than mi fellntv
men, at forty I gave up expecting
something for nothing, at forty-fiv-e
I
desisted from talking when I bad nothing to say, and at fifty-fiv- e
I became
convinced that honesty was the best
policy. I have never been á liar. My
abdomen does not protrude. I have
always been able to make a living and
at the same time bold the respect of
those who knew me. On these accounts and others I might name, I
decline without thanks the Invitation
to accept the nomination.
Good afternoon. Kansas City Star.
How Tastes Change!
Paynter Aren't we losing our taste
for the finer things?
Greene I'm afraid so. After a man
has eaten margarine for a time regular

butter tastes as if there was something the matter with it ! London

Long Way.

r

X
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Flavor andEconomy

POSTÜM
CEMEAL
gives you every desirable
quality in a table beverage
and has none of the harm,

of coffee.
Ail-Americ- an

'4

Recently, one cold morning, several
women were waiting In a North side
drug store until the street car came,
' y4
A colored woman entered and asked
the druggist for a certain kind of oil,
He went to the rear of the store
where he kept the stock, and coming
back, said : "It Is $2.25 an ounce,
How much do you want?"
The colored woman was plainly di
concerted ot the high price.
After
a second's hesitation her face bright
ened, as she said earnestly: "Maybe
Alfalfa It the King of Forage Crops.
a drop would be enough."
Just as seriously the druggist re- to alfalfa. The fertilizing value of
plied: "Lady, we don't sell It by the barnyard manure Is so great and its
drop."
liberal application Is so beneficial to
The ludicrous side of the situation the alfalfa crop
that specialists of the
struck the women spectators and they United States department of agricubegan to laugh.
One of them re lture advise fanners to use all the ma
marked: "Well, at that price I think nure they have available.
The plant
a smell would be sufficient" Indian food realized from the fertilizer will
spoils News.
tone up the soil and nourish the young
seedlings so that they will get the
Plain Proposition.
Jump on the weed crop, and once
"And you used to say you were will given this advantage the alfalfa plants
ing to die for me?"
will smother ont the majority of the
"So I am."
enemies' which may develop. . Save all
"And yet you refuse me a new the manure to which you have access
dress?"
and distribute i In liberal quantities
r
"But look at the cost of itl"
over the field to be plowed for alfalfa,
"It's cheaper than a funeral."
preferably before the breaking is at

Health and Comfort

Tnis

A LOOK

table

beverage must be boiled
20 minutes- Jbr children and grown-ups- .

tempted.
It Is largely a matter of Individua!
preference how many times the field
Is harrowed, dragged and rolled before being seeded. It Is essential that
the subsurface of the soil be com
pact, and tben be thoroughly fined be
The seed should be
fore seeding.
sown preferably In a special alfnlfa
drill, as It is necessary not to bury
the seed too deep, a mlspractlce which
often results where an ordinary grain
drill with a grass seeding attachment
Is used.
Where the alfalfa seeder Is
not available, a wheelbarrow or hand
seeder may be utilized. The rate of
seeding will vary In different local!
ties. As a rule, from 15 to 20 pounds
of good quality seed to the acre are
deemed sufficient, although in some
localities as high as 25 pounds of seed
are sown. A weeder Is an excellent
Implement for covering the seed after
broadcasting, but If It Is not available
a spiked-tootharrow may be used.
Soils Must Be Well Drained.
All soils designed for alfalfa cul
ture must, of necessity, be free from
surplus soil moisture, that Is to say,
well drained, while they also must be
slightly alkaline. The simple litmus
paper test which can be made by any
farmer will Indicate whether or not
the soil Is acid. If acidity exists, it
Is essential to apply lime In whatever
form Is most practical and readily
available. Burnt lime, bydrated lime,
finely ground limestone, ground or
e
burnt oyster or clam shells and
marls are all valuable for cor
rection of acid conditions. Very much
larger applications of ground limestone and marl are necessary than of
burnt or bydrated lime. As good results are obtained from all the forms
of lime, price and availability will
usually determine which form to use.
If the farmer Is not familiar with the
h

high-grad-

"Thereb afieason"
Two Sizes 25 and I5A11 grocers.
Hade by Postum Cereal Co. Battle Creek. Mich.

It
W

garding the variety best suited for his
section and the quality of the seed
with regard to both germination and
purity. In choosing a variety or
strain it Is well to bear In mind that
the
alfalfas, because of
their tendency to produce heavier
yields, should be used as far north
as they will survive the winters. In
the northern sections the variegated
alfalfas, Including the Orlmm, the
Baltic, and.the Canadian varieties, have
proved most successful in withstand
lng winter killing. In sections having
very mljd winters, Peruvian alfalfa
has proved more profitable than long
er strains, owing to its ability to pro
duce considerably heavier yields. Usu
ally It can be grown to advantage only
in sections where minimum tempera
ture is not lower than 10 degrees Fah
renheit, and where ordinary alfalfa
will succeed. Throughout Maryland
and Virginia all the common strains
of alfalfa which have been developed
In Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas and un
der similar conditions, give the most
satisfactory results.
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goodness perfect- y preserved.
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Otherwise Full Crop Cannot Be Grown
Even Under the Most Favorable
Weather Conditions.

Iá

the
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TEST SEED BEFORE PLANTING

to teeth,
appetite 1
digestion!

flavor

tests-s- nd

quick-growin- g

Applicable In Many Sections.
the great kidney, liver and bladder medi
This article relates particularly to
cine.
Maryland, Virginia and localities of
It is a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medi- similar latitude, although what ap
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and blad- plies to the territory named is also
der do the work nature intended they applicable In more or less degree to
should do.
many other sections of the country,
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of rears.
Because of Its high forage value it
is
by
sold
It
all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney pays to devote much care, labor and
medicine has so many friends.
scrutinizing attention to the produc
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start tion of a profitable stand of alfalfa
treatment at once.
It Is essential that a
However, if you wish, first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr. tilthy, and thoroughly settled and com
pact bed be ready for the seed which
turner & Co- - Braahamton. N. Y.. for
sample bottle. When writing be sure and should be sown not later than' the mid'
die of September and preferably durmention mis paper. Adv.
ing the latter part of August or the
The different diseases which affect
first week In September.
mankind number about 1,200.
Manure Good for Alfalfa.
skin. Adv.
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
The misconception Is wide that none
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay Rum, but thoroughly rotted and weed-fre- e
He who is unable to collect his wits a small box of Barbo Compound, and K stable manure should be applied to the
or bis bills is in tough luck.
oz. of glycerine. Apply to the hair twice a field which Is to be broken
and seeded
week until it becomes the desired shade.
Any druggist can put this up or you can
Red Cross Bag Blue should be used mix it at home at very little cost.
It will
In every home. It makes clothes white gradually darken streaked, faded gray hair,
as snow and never injures the fabric. and will make harsh hair soft and glossy.
It will not co'or the scalp, is not sticky or
All good grocers, Sc.
greasy, ana does not rub on. Adv.

Kidneys cause Backache? No!
They have no nerves, therefore can
Dot cause pain. Listen
Your backache is caused by lumbago, sciatica
or a strain, and the quickest relief is
soothing, penetrating "St. Jacobs Oil."
Rub it right on your painful back,
and Instantly the soreness, stiffness
and lameness disappears. Don't stay
crippled Get a small trial bottle of
"St Jacobs Oil" from your druggist
end limber up. A moment after it is
applied you'll wonder what became of
the backache or lumbago pain.
Rub old, honest "St. Jacobs Oil"
whenever you have sciatica, neuralgia,
rheumatism or sprains, as it is absolutely harmless and doesn't burn the

ill

iff

Grower Should Know Variety.
Before buying alfalfa seed the pur
chaser should Inform himself fully re-

Kept

j

t!&H$ji

Practically the only element im crop
production that the farmer has com
pletely under his own control Is the
planting of good seed.
It is Important that farm seeds be
tested before they are sown. Other
wise, a full crop cannot be grown even
under the most favorable conditions.
Seed testing for practical results,
says the United States department of
agriculture, can be done much more
easily than is generally believed.
The essential perparatlon for mak
Overplay will sometimes break a
lng seed tests consists of providing the man down as well as overwork.
simple apparatus necessary and of be
coming familiar with the general pur
poses and methods of testing and the DOCTOR ADVISED
features of Importance peculiar to
tests of particular kinds of seeds. Ask
CHAIIGEJF CLIMATE When the body begins to stiffen
the county agent, or write the depart
ment of agriculture for a bulletin.
and movement becomes painful
Run Down and Lungs HurtStayed
It is usually an indication that the
Home and Gained 22
RANGE ON NATIONAL FORESTS
kidneys
are out of order. Keep
Pounds.
these organs healthy by taking
Dis
Stockmen. In Drought-Stricke- n
"In November, 1B11. I had a severe cold
and la grippe, which left me with a bad
tricts Eagerly Sought Permits to
cough.
My lungs and shoulder blades
Save Their Cattle.

llil

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
COLD MEDAL

The demand for range in the na
tlonal forests was greater the past
year than ever before In the history
of the forest service, which, branch ol
the' United States department of agrl
culture has control of these tracts.
Especially In the drought-strickere
glons stockmen, using the unreserved
public domain or private pastures, ea
gerly sought forest permits In ordei
to save their stock. The value of tht
system of range regulation In use ha?
been so thoroughly demonstrated that
representative stockmen from all the
western states have declared emphat
ically In favor of placing the remaining unreserved public lands under fed
eral control and having them managed
under a plan similar to that In effect
on the national forests.
n

POULTRY REQUIRE DUST BOX
As Chickens Never Cleanse Them
selves by Washing, as Many Birds
Do, Wallow Is Needed.
Chickens never wash, as many birds
do, but cleanse themselves of Insects
by wallowing In dust. Where board
or cement floors are used In the
chicken house, some means of dusting
should be provided. A dust box three
feet by five feet, or four feet by four
feet will be found large enough in most
Instances,
the United States de
partment of agriculture suggests, for
a flock of 50 or 60 fowls. It should be
placed where It. can be reached by
sunlight during as much of the day as
possible.
Fine, light, dry dust Is best for the
box, but sandy loam Is good. Road
dust is recommended by many, but it
Is often hard to secure. Coal ashes
may be mixed with the soil if desired
to make it lighter.

hurt so I couldn't sleep and I finally had
to give up my job and was ordered to
change climate. In April, 1912, I began
taking Milks Emulsion. On the second
bottle I could see a change. My appetite
was better and I commenced to gain
strength and weight Now (August 23,
1W2) I have need 23 bottles, have increased 22 pounds In weight and believe
I am permanently cured." W. F. Bour- land. Route 6, Wolf City, Texas.
Air. Bourland was fortunate In com
mencing to use Milks Emulsion when he
n
system invites disease.
did. A
Milks Emulsion costs nothing to try.
Milks Emulsion Is a pleasant, nutritive
food and a corrective medicine.
It re
stores healthy, natural bowel action, doing away with all need of pills and phys
ics.
It promotes appetite and quickly
puts the digestive organs In shape to assimilate food. As a builder of flesh and
strength Milks Emulsion Is strongly recommended to those whom sickness has
weakened, and Is a powerful aid in resisting and repairing the effects of wasting
diseases.
Chronic stomach trouble and
constipation are promptly relieved usually In one day.
This is the only solid emulsion made.
and so palatable that it is eaten with a
spoon like Ice cream. Truly wonderful
for weak, sickly children
No matter how severe your case, you
are urged to try Milks Emulsion under
this guarantee Take six bottles home
with you, use it according to directions.
and if not satisfied with the results your
money will be oromctly refunded. Price
60c and S1.20 per bottle. The Milks Emul
sion Co., Terre Haute, Ind. Sold by druggists everywhere. Adv.
.

The world's stsndard remedy fot kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles.

Famous since 1690. Take regularly and
keep in food hesito. la three sixes. All
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
Lsefe for the bum Cold MUI aa erory baa
and accept ao Imita baa

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
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FRECKLES

t

Sin

Dr

Beware of tht man whose
table gifts consist of sympathy.

chari-

Important to Mother
There Is no punishment for wasting
Examine carefully every bottle of
tases ; so it never stops.
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Cutlcura
The
Toilet Trio
Having cleared your skin keep It clear
Signature
by making Cutlcura your every-da- y
Use for Over 80 Years.
In
soap
to
preparations.
toilet
The
cleanse
and purify, the Ointment to soothe and Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
heal, the Talcum to powder and perSweet are the smiles a man's wife
No toilet table' is complete
fume.
him on pay day.
bands
Adv.
Without them. 25c everywhere.

CAZíAl

If a cook has a good temper It's a
sign that he is not a good cook.

$100 Reward, $100
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Influby constitutional conditions.
It
therefore requires constitutional treatBOSCHEE'S
ment HALL'S CATARRH MKDICINB
YRUP.
is taken Internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the SysGOOD SERVICE BY CHICKENS
A cold Is probably the most com tem. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINO
destroys
foundation of the disease,
mon of all disorders and when neglect- gives the the
patient strength by Improving
Whits Grubs and Other Insects Freshly
general health and assists nature In
the
ed
Is
apt
to
be
most
dangerous,
Sta
Turned Up by Plow Are Dedoing Its work. $100.00 for any cam of
tistics show that more than three Catairh
CATARRH
that HALL'S
voured by Fowls.
Infalls to cure.
many
MEDICINE
people died from
times as
75c. Testimonials free.
Druggists
Poultry can do good service In eat fluenza last year, as were killed In F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
ing the white grubs and other Insects' the greatest war the world has ever
e
years
freshly turned up by the plow. They known. For the last
It isn't difficult to pose as a finanSyrup
Boschee's
been
has
used for cier If you have sufficient money.
do no service In picking tip the angle
coughs, bronchitis, eclds, throat Ir
worms, for angle worms accomplish
friendly work for mankind. It Is ritation and especially lung troubles.
doubtful if man could survive upon It gives the patient a good night's
the earth If angle worms had not pre rest, free from coughing, with easy
pared the soil for man's occupancy, expectoration In the morning. Made
Every acre of farm land has been di in America and used in the homes of
1
gested by angle worms over and over thousands of families all over the
gain and la this way made the soil civilized world. Sold everywhere. Adv. l
enced
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Is hard to down an upright cltlren.
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CLOSING OUT SALE

LISTEN Mr. Farmer

On aceount of ill health I have decided to take up another
line of work in Calif, and will sell my personal property at
of Mills and 16 mi N, and 2
auction on my farm 12 mi N-mi E of Roy and j mi W of Palouse school house on

Stop that worrying by buying JOHN
DEERE Listers and Cultivators.

KKQ16TEREU

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Tuesday March 23, 1920
Sale to commence

at

10 A. M.

Snbttriftioi $2.00 Per

Entered as

fresh milk cows 4 yrs calves by side, 1 Red cow 8 yrs
giving milk, 1 red cow 7 yrs fresh in Mar, 1 blk and wh,
i Holstein 7 yrs fresh soon, 1 red muly heavy springer
gentle, 1 W,F. cow 6 yrs.fresh soon gentle milkes easy, 1
cow
cow 8 yrs calf by side, 1 red Short-Hor- n
red Short-Hor- n
fresh in April, 1 blk i Holstein 6 yrs fresh early, 1 mottle
face 6 yr with calf, broke to milk, 5 cows 3 to 5 good colors
VV.F. heifere with calves, 1 coming
with calves, 6
heifer with calf, 6 coming yrlg heilers, 1 large W.
F. bull good stock 3 yrs.
6

.

8 Mules & Horses 8

1 roan horse work any
span big mare mules 8 yrs
place good under saddle, 1 gray mare with foal 8 yrs fine
worker in field, 2 roan gelding colts coming 1 and 2 half
broke will make a nice team, 2 mules 1 20 months 1 10
months good color and size.
wt-2400- ,

IMPLEMENTS
wagons Si Weber Zi Kingman with 3 in tires both narrow
tread, 1 Superior grain drill 12 disc with press wheel good
condition, 1 McCormick mower almost new, 1 McCormick
rake 10 ft, 1J. D. single row lister ready to go, 1 J. D.
lister cultivator good, 1 J.D. disc harrow trucks and
tongue, 1 riding Gshovel culti. almost new, 6 extra sweeps,
1 Emerson 2 disc gang disc like new, 1 60tooth harrow,
2
sets full leather harness, 1 set chain harness. 1 saddle, 1
hay frame. End gate shoveling board, pipe vise, wheel barrow, water barrels. 12ft ladder, grind stone, gas barrels and
faucet, stock dip, oils, hand tools.

2

w

All Agriculture Experts agree upon one subject,
"GOOD FARM MACHINERY MAKES GOOD FARMING EASIER"

Seed potatoes, Cane and Rye

In our effort to serve the Farmers of the mesa 5000 bundles red top cane and
300 bu. corn at private sale
to the best of our ability we have obtained

One Carload of John Deere

Farm Implements
and Wagons

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
easy baker 4 lid cook stove good condition
1 Kitchen cupboard, 2 new washers wringer, 3 steel couches
White enamel baby bed and mattress, 1 Majestic cream
seperator 400 lbs, almost new easy to operate,
gal and
gal
cooking
apples,
quarts
75
lard,
cans,
cream
utensils
110
dishes, stone jars, appless and etc,
1

Hoosier

cast-iro-

n

25

CHICKENS
100 good laying hen9, 10

--

Public Sale

roosters

'

-

gilt wt 140 lbs

1

fat-shoat-

'
TERMS OF SALE
months time without interest if
paid when due. If not paid when due
to draw 1" per cent interest from date
until paid. Purchaser giving bankable note or approved security; $10 and
per cent discount on
under cash;
sums over $10. .'No propcity to be removed until settled for.
Í

TW

Tw mk

kmc

MUSH

OT'Ctj

Col. J, I. Stamper,
Auct. Meade, Kans.

E. G. Parkes, Clerk

LUNCH Bring your own Cups

CoL George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

Do not hesitate but put your mind at ease by

coming to see us now and make arrangements for
what) you need in this line.

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desire'1
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t a 'take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

Spanish-America-

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock a. m.,
sharp, the following property:

20 Head Horses
Span, mare and gelding, 8 and 9 yrs.
Weight 3100 pounds.
Span Grey Mares, 9 yrs. Wt. 2600 lbs
Pinto Mare, 12 years old.
d
Filly.
Eight
Fillies, good enes.
4 yearling Mule Colts.
Three-year-ol-

14 CATTLE
Nine good Milch Cows, some fresh
next month.
Five Yearling Heifers.
Two Kicks of Millet Hay, 3 tons of
. Maize
Heads.
Three Dozen K. I. Red Hens and two
Roosters, fine ones.

HOGS
boar, balance sows and shoats
All Poland Chinas, some registered.
1

FARM MACHINERY
All good as new1, and in first-clas- s

re-

pair:

Oliver Lister, Emerson
6
Disc, J. D.
Cultivator, J. D.
Surface Cult
Knives,
Harrow, Land Roller, Black-haw- k
Corn Tlanter and Check Rower,
HooOwens Bean Harvester,
sier Wheat Drill,
Wheat Drill
Ne. 6 Feed Grinder,
Corn Shell
er, 2 h. p. Gasoline Engine and Pump
Jack, V4 Mitchell Wagen, No. 2 Can.
ton' Wagon, 2 seta Leather Harness,
9 good Collars, 8 Halters, 4 horse
375 Cap'y Cream Separator.
Household Goods and Other Articles.
12-1-

th

ev-en-

TERMS OF SAL- E- 9 Months time
without interest if paid when due; If
not paid when due to draw Y'f per
cent interest from date until paid; purchaser giving bankable note or approved security. $10 and under cash;
10 per cent discount on sums over
?10. No property to be removed until
Settled for.

HAL WARNER,
Lunch, bring your cups
Birds and Shellfish.
The English thrush brings Its snails
to a certain convenient stone, on which
it will crack their shells by beating
them upon it. Some sea birds carry
shellfish to a height and drop them on
the rock to break their shells, but this
brings only the anvil into use, uot the
hummer. The caso of the wasp is the
only one which records the seemingly
intelligent use of a tool to accomplish
a given purpose.

LODGE DIRECTORY

A.F.& A.
Meets 2no and 4th

6s
Satur

days of montb
T. E, MIHCHELL.

Irvin Ogden, secy.

office.

n

M.

ACACIA LODGE NO.

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made

at the

Wed. Mar. 24th

COL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
E. L. SBHULTS, Clerk,

F. O. Seright, owner

This car was shipped out of Kansas City on
March Fourth and is due here any day.

I will offer at Public Auction at my
farm ,12 miles northeast of Roy, &
northeast of Pleasant View School on

--

5 HOGS
4

Ttr

matter at the

s

Picturetqu New Zealand.
New Zealand Is a land of mountains,
gorges, rivers and fjords. The higher
peaks of the smith Island are eternally snow capped and the gluciers of
Its southern Alps rival those oí Switzerland. The surrounding seas are too
cold for corals. Among the mountains
of the north Island volcanic fires aro
still active and the geysers and hot
springs are little less Impressive than
those of the Yellowstone park. ,

.

1

second-clas-

oostoffice in Roy, New Mexico

;

55 Head Cattle

T

ABOI7STÍ7, 1918

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

E.

DO YOU SLEEP WELL AT NIGHT?

n

Spanish-America-

W.M

All Masons welcome.

Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
VNfi

i.;o. o.iF.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
; Every Wednesday

AUCTIONEER!
Farm Sales a specialty

Mercantile
Coffiipa
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Evening
Visiting Brothers always welcome.

White

Col. F.O.

Offers the you benefit of his wide a,cquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

...

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe necessities furnished if desired.

Insurance

Real Estate

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at
Spanish-America-

n

Alfred Davenport, N.G.

and

Wm, G.

,

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Mrs.MYRAO. DeRW-m a
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Sec.y."
s

Visiting Sisters welcome

TU

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

at

Io

Carload of Farm
4p!ements, OLIVEIÍ,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Mexico, February
), 1920
Office at' Clayton, New Mexico
Republication
February 20 1920
Notice is herul.y t'vtn that Nicolas
Martinez, of Allele, N. M., who on
Notice Is hereby given that Fran- Dec. 18, 1914, made II. E. No. 019039
Cz
cisco Esmero, of Albert, New Mexico, for S4 NWU, Sec. 13, S
NE14,
per
10c
Rate
inserline
each
who, on December 26, 1916, made) Section 14, Twp. 20N., Range 28E.,
Howestead entry, No. 02S438, for the N M P Meridian, has filed notice of
tion. Six ordinary words
W
SWV; SE
SWV; SW
intention to make three years' proof
make a line.
Wind-Mill- s,
Section 21, Township 21 N., to establish claim to tne land above
SE
g
WINONA FARM WAGONS,
'
M.
Rawge 28 E., N.
P. Meridian, has described, before Register and Receiv
Well-CasinStock-Tanks.
Pumps,
Pumpingng Engines, Deep-We- ll
filed notice of intention to make final er U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Auto Oils,
three year Proof, to establish claim on the 5th day of April, 1920.
to the land above described, before
Claimant names as witnesses:
FOR
SALE
W H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner,
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martinez,
at his office at Roy, ilew Mexico, on Eduardo Martinez, Luis Gonzales, all
S. C White Leghorn Roosters,
the Ninth day of April, 1920.
of Albert, N. M.
Thorobreds, for sale.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
F. A. ROY,
Leandro M. Gallegos, of Roy, New
Register
Roy, New Mexico.
Mexico, Luis de .Herrera, of Albert,
New Mexico, Eduardo Sandoval,: of
FOR SALE 80 acres deeded land,
Albert, New Mexico, David Sandoval,
Daily Thought.
2 miles northwest of Solano, N. M.
of Albert, New Mexico.
Let ns consider the reason of the
Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
MRS. MARTHA FRANK,
PAZ VALVERDE,
nothing is law that ts not
.San Angelo, Texas.
Register. caso; for
rpmioti,
ir'Jnhn Powell.
Clean Rooms for rent
Stallions, Mares
FARM FOR SALE
We solict yo ur patronage Horses,
90 acres of wheat in and looking
Colts, Fillies. ,
fine, three and a half miles of fence,
Jersey Hogs
Duroc
Good Well and plenty of Good Water.
Needs Human Sympathy.
neighborhood
Gocd
near school on ruThe Kldorurlo Times moves that a Tom Baron White Leghorn
ral mail route and telephone line, 11 few kind words lie strewn in the path
Chickens.
miles from Roy. Priced to sell,
of the man wlioxe wife Is squaring up
Harness, Carts
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION"

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Clayton, New Mexico

February 20, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Charles
W. Farley, of Rey, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on January 6th, 1917,
made Add'l Homesead Entry, No.
023786, for NW4 NE, NEVt NWU
and
NW, Section 7, Township
18 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above describ.
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on the Ninth day of April,
1920.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Webb Kidd, Geo. H. Ray, Oscar
Kidd, A. I. Burleson, all of Roy, New
Mexico.

TAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Classified
Ads

and tractor Plows
tandem Disc Harrows
Self-Oilin-

gs,

Bhum Bro's Roy, N.M.

Public Sale

New Cafe

Roy, Apr. 25, '20

5t

E

4tpd.

1.

HORSES AND JACKS FOR SALE
32000 Percheon Stallions,2 black
one gray, 4 and 5 years old, 2 Mammoth Black Jacks, 1 5
hands high
Horse measure.
HARTLY

& THARNTON,

Clayton,
i

N. Mex.

300 BUSHELS OF HOG MILLET
.SEED, l'jc per pound.
L. H. BROCK,
,2t pd
Abbott, N. Mex.
MILK COWS FOR SALE: 6 Good
young cows fresh in April. See
RALPH THOMPSON,
Solano, N. Mex.

FOR SALE: Four Eat Hogs, will
dress 200 lbs. each. Also Spring Rye
for Seed, and Speltx seed.
W. S. MORRIS,
Roy, New Mexice.
Route A.
jCtom Section of the Aft7 Gatlfle: , .
,. A 4tal'mltunomÍD( froov carburetor md itfttering catfier.-

-'

B

Wanted To Buy: A farm or ranch,
if at a bargain price have nt thing
definite in mind aa to size or locality
naturally will prefer as near town or
railroad as price and fertility b ing
equal. Address box 221 Webb City,
Missouri.

There's a Tractor in the Avery Line that is just the size you need. Avery Tractors are buil in
six sizes. The little 0 H. P. Avery Tractor that makes motor farming a success even on ten acre
farms. Tben there are five larger sizes of Avery Tractors from 6 H. P. to 0 H. P. There is
A man
WANTED! A FARMER.
who understands farming.married or
too
small
big
and none
for an Avery Tractor.
no farm too
single, to farm on shares. A man who
40-8-

Why Avery Tractors Lead
The Avery Tractor is different from other tractors.

It has a perfected opposed motor, with

re-

newable inner cylinder walls, gasifiers that turn kerosene into gas, and adjustable crankshaft boxes
It has a round radiator, with no fan, belts, pumps, chains, er other such parts. It has a patented
sliding frame which makes possible the simplest and most efficient belt and deawbar transmission
'
system built. That is why the Avery design has proved so successful. That is why there are
Avery tractors which have .been working in the hands of owner isx many years and are still good
or many more years of hard work. The words "Avery Tractors" and "Motor Farming Success"

can go ahead with the management
and work of a large farm.
A good opportunity for the right
man. Write to or see
MRS. DON BRADLEY,
Moqoero, N. Mex.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Photos
For farm views see- -

Marquise Wheat
Kersan Late Oat
Recleaned SEED FOR SALE

You should investigate what motor farming with Avery Traetors can do for you. Come in and
us talk about the matter and look over the sample tractors we have on our display floor.

LIBERTY GARAGE
Meridian, has
to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, N. M. on the
ninth day of April, 1920. .
Claimant names as witnesses:
Encarnaron Anaya, of Gallegos,
N. M., Eufracio Baca, of Gallegos,
N. M., Juan Luis Baca, of Gallegos,
N. M., Faustin Hernandez, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Range 32 E., N. M. P.
fiTed jnotice of intention

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
QfR.ce at Clayton, New Mexico
February 20, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Alfonso C. de Baca, of Gallegos, New Mexico, who on August 8, 1916, made
No.
Entry,
Homestead
Original
22793, and on May 8, 1919, made Additional Homestead Entry No. 026249,
for Lot 1, E of NEÍ4 Section 4;
Lots 2, 3, 4, SWA of NE, SM of
Section 8; Lot 1 and SE4 of
NW
of Beetion 3, Township 17 N.,
NE

,

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy DniR Store
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,
A

COMPLETE

DAILY PAPERS

LINE OF

MAGAZINES

Toilet Articfef.

Cigars arid Tobacco

NW,

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.

CANDY BUSINESS. We start
at bome, or anywhere;
everything furnished; $30 wkly
and up;
experience
unnecessary. Specialty Candy- making Company, 5 South 18th
St. Philadelphia Penna.
8tch
you,

men-wome-

n;

La Cueva Farm
& Cattle Co.

I

La CUEVA, Nex Mex.

OWMMt

NOTICE

TO WHOM IT MAT
CONCERN

Notice is hereby given to whoar.
concern that E. H. Hughes, lb
undersigned was appointed on the Jst
day! of March A. D., 1920, Admini-trato- n,
n,
of the Estate of Oscar A,
deceased, and all persons ia.w-iclaims against the Estate of sai
Oscar A. Million, deceased, will present the same within the time preE. II. HUGHES,
scribed by law.

it may

WS-lio-

ng

DENTIST

Administrator,

Aviso es por esta dado a quienes
concierna que E. H. Hughes, el abaj
firmado fue nombrado en este dia Ire
de Marco, A. D., 1920, Administrador
de el Estado de Oscar A. Million, difunto, y todas personas que tenga
cuentas encontra de el Estado del ilica
Oscar A Million difunto, presentar
las mismas dentro del tiempo preE. H. HUGHES,
scrito por ley.
Administrador.

D.D.S.OÍ
Springer, will be in

ROY,

April 19 to 25th
Call early and let us examin
your teeth. NO CHARGE
FOR CONSULTATION.
Office at Kitchelle Hotel

A QUIENES CONCIERNA

AVISO

H. S. Murdoch

When

Bilí

J. M. George,

A V"
.

rarr-

Twin Kangaroos Scarce.
"""o wilh twins Is oue of tJ
--

-

rn.

BETTER Gars
are built

B mi

ck

Will Build Them
We have the

A

1920, Model"K"s
on hand

Buick Co.

South-Wester- n

FARM TO KENT

320 acre farm well improved
tice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the to rent.
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his of- FOR SALE:- -1 or 2 horses good
fice At Roy, N. M., on the 7th day of harness, good Sewing Machine.
April, 1920.
'
H. E. NOBLE, Roy, N.M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. I. Burleson, Webb Kidd, Geo.
H. Ray, Oscar Kidd, all of Roy, N.M.
Novel Pencil Holder.
PAZ VALVERDE,
An old fountain pen makes a novel
Register pencil holder and uses up small pieces
,i ,
of pencil which might otherwise be
wasted. Remove the cap In which the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
pen Is held and screw the pencil stub
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New In Its place. The threads will hold the
peicll flnnly.
Mexico, January 28. 1920
Notice is hereby given that James
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
G. Gambrel, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on Jan. 9, 1916, made Homestead
Department of the Interior
Section
Entry No. 023119, S
25, Twp. 20N., Rng. 27E., N. M. P S. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico
M., has filed notice of intention to
mokfl Final Three Year Proof, to es - Notice is hereby given that Frank
tablish claim to the land above de- -l Aldies, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. on Sept 27, 1916, made Addl HomeCommissioner
at his office at Roy, stead Entry, No. 023183, for Etfi SE
NEU, Section 31, Twp. 20N.,
N. M., on the 6th day of April, 1920. and E
Range 25E, N M P Meridian, has filed
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. N. Coldiron, W. T. Coldiron, Pat notice of intention to make Final
Ledoux, A. S. Iloskins, al lof Roy, Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above eascribed before
New Mexico.
F. H. Fosteri U. S. Commissioner at
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register his office a 'Roy, N. M., on the Cth
,
dayof April, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Zoologist's Paradise.
Antonio R. Lucero, Andras Ebell,
ilessina, Sicily, Is known as the Leandro Martinez, R. R. Leach, all of
paradise of zoologists, ümisunl fa- Roy, N. M. x
cilities are offered there for the study
PAZ VALVERDE.
Register
,
of the 'deep sea fuuna.

SE,

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, January 28, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Rudolph
C. Grunig of Roy, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on January 6, 1917, made Add l
Homestead Entry No. 023757, for
SW
and NWÍ4
NWÍ4, E
NEtt, Section 8, Twp. 18N., Bango
2SE., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-

Time given if wanted.
next week. '

REGISTERED HEREFORD
CATTLE
AND POLAND CHINA HOGS

FINANCIAL

Phone 8. on 25,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

stuff will sell! Private safe
ud to date of public sale.

ALSO

AGENTS WANTED
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Absolutely this

L. E. Deubler

mean the same thing.

Jet

PEDIGREED

WANTED

FimI

etc

W. C. YARBROUGH,
a lot of social obligations by giving a
Roy, N. M., Route A. series of parties. Kansas City Star.

713 Douglass St.

E. Las Vegas,

New Mex.N

Money in the Bank
gives you a feeling of security
enables you to take advan- -

'

tage of opportunity for
making more money
lifts you out of the
rut, makes you

a man

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS RANK
PROFITS,

CAPITAL .SURPLUS and UNDIVIDED
Over $49,000.00

THE

FOREIGN

GOÜDEÍiSATIO;
OF FRESH HEWS
THE

LATEST

IMPORTANT

DIS

PATCHES

PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF
BHOWINQ

THE

WEEK

THE

PROGRESS
OP
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN

LANDS.

Weatera Newspaper Union Newa Service.

WESTERN

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Wireless telephone communication
has been established between England,
and Rome, the Daily Mall announces.
The distance Is more than 2,000 miles.
Several hundred persons are dead
and thousands of others are homeless
as a result of an earthquake which destroyed Makhet Grakall and other villages within a radius of sixty miles
west of Tiflls.
The Special Trade Union Congress
In session in London voted overwhelmingly against the strike policy and in
favor of continued efforts, by constitutional means, to effect the natlonall-aztlo- n
of mines.
Constable Scully was shot and Instantly killed at Glenmire, County
Cork, Ireland. He was the twenty-sixt- h
policeman murdered since January 21st. Two soldiers and a number
of civilians were killed by gangs in
the same vicinity recently..
The strike situation In Portugal is
becoming more acute and all the public services are paralyzed, according
to a dispatch from Lisbon. The new
cabinet formed by Antonio Silva has
resigned on account of the strike, the
dispatch adds.
Blame for the troubles that are being experienced in settling the Turkish
problem were laid at the door of the
United States by Earl Curzon, the for
eign secretary, In explaining the peace
conrerence s negotiations to the House
of Lords In London.
Sowing of the devastated areas of
France has been expedited by deliver
ies from Germany of oats and barley,
according to orders of the Reparations
Umnjlsslon. The minister of liberat
ed regions reports that this seed Is of
excellent quality.
Fifty-twmembers of the Egyptian
legislative assembly recently met at
the house of Said Zagloul Pasha, who
headed the' Egyptian mission to the
peace conference, and adopted a reso
lutlon proclaiming the independence of
and the Sudan, acconKng to a
dispatch from Cairo.
Frederick Wllhelm, former German
crown prince, is now a "pretty good
scrapper," soys W. La Croix, a Dutch
ngntwelght, who for the past four
mourns nas Deen giving Wllhelm les
sons.
The former crown prince's fav
orlte blow is an uppercut," La Croix
told an Associated Press correspond
ent.
The royal telegraph department of
bweden has requested that the govern
ment appropriate funds with which to
build a high power wireless station for

lililí! GOVEuNLlEtiT

LATE

MARKET

IS OVERTHROWN

1

r.ilt

QUOTATIONS

DENVER MARKETS.
Cuttle.
Beef steers, ch. to prime. .$11. BO 12.00
peer steers, good lo choice 1U.DU $11.00
Beef ateera fair to good..
s.&oauu.uu
Helfera. Drlme
9.7S10.26
Cowa, fat, good to choice.
.S0to 10.00
Cows, fair to ood
Í.00
7.76
(.00
Cutters and feeder cowa..
4.60
3.00U)
6.60

Bulla

Veal calvea
feeders, good to choice..
Feeders, good to choice..
Blockers.-a-nortn chnlnA. .
blockers, fair to good.
Stockera, pliin

16.00016.00
9.00$ 9.64

9.26
8.60
v KnA B no
5.00 0 6.60

Hon.

Good hogs

$13.30

nit

l

Ml! oiKUN "Uo it tía)

KAPP HAS ASSUMED
CHANCELLORSHIP
OF GERMAN REPUBLIC.

GERMANY

IN

J

REVOLT

- Í

4.00
7.60

10.00 'a 10.60

i

i

WOLFGANG

Western Newapaper Union Newa Barvloa.

Cannen

í

1

K- -

14.40

MILITARISM

AGAIN IN CONTROL
AND MAY SEAT HINOENBURG
AS PRESIDENT.

Western Newspaper Union Newa Service.

Sheep.
Juan LarraEolo, son of Governor and
London, March 15. Revolutionary
Lamba, fat, prood to ch . . . ,tl7.78 (918.00
Lamba,
Mrs. O. A. Larrasolo of New Mexico,
fat, fair to good.. 17.26017.50. troops have entered Berlin, a news
Lamba, feeders
I7.uu(f
agency dispatch asserts. The revolu
died In El Paso last week. He was an
1' earl In a; a
16.0017.10
Ewes, fat, sood to choice. 11.76412.50 tionists declared the government overattorney.
Dr. Wolfgang Kapp was
thrown.
Dr. Hugo William Welghtman, who
Dressed Poultry- named chancellor.
Is said to have been the Inventor of
The following price on dreaaed poul
try are net,
u. U. Denver:
A Berlin dispatch says that the Lo- smokeless powder, has just died In a
42
Turkeys, No. la
38
kal Anzelger In an extra edition re
8
Turkey a. old tome...
local hospital in Omaha of Influenza.
' 30
Hena, lb
'.
ports that the Ebert government, after
W. Railway, 60 years old, of Sioux
(3)22
SO
Oucka. vniinorefusing to accede to the ultimatum of
Geese
27
26
Falls, S. D., was killed at Daytona,
All American women know of the great success of
6
tioosters
the revolutionists, fled In automo
wb
Fla., when ha was struck by an airLydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable Compound in restoiv
biles.
Live Poultry.
plane, which was speeding down a
Chancellor Kapp has dissolved the
8
ing to health women who suffered from ailments peTurkeys, 10 Iba. or over..,
beach preparatory to a flight
Hena, lb
30
Prussian Assembly,
culiar to their sex, yet there are some who are skeptical
20
üucklinga
.18
Fire practically destroyed the interThe newspaper said the city was
Goslings
.20 lit 22
busiior of the Steel building In the
and do not realize Ihat all that is claimed for it is
40
urollers
and. traffic normal. Detachments
quiet
Cocka
12
ness district at Great Falls, Mont., toabsolutely true if they did, our laboratory would not
of soldiers were patrolling the WllSprings
30
26
gether with eleven retail stocks on'the
helmstrasse and stationed about the
be
half large enough to supply the demand, though
first floor of the building. The damHotel Adlon, headquarters for the va
Egfca, atrlctlv fresh, case
today
it is the largest in the country used for the
age was estimated at $280,000.
count
I10.0010.75 rious foreign missions.
Samuel G. Hudson, postmaster of
manufacture of one particular medicine.
A Berlin dispatch reports that the
Hutter.
Lincoln, Neb., for many years a promwestern part of the city has been oc
The Facta contained In the following two letters should
Creamerlea.
7
irradA lh
inent follower of W. J. Bryan in the
cupied by the revolutionists. The east
prove of. Denent to many women i
Creameries, 2d grade
60
48
muter
Democratic party of Nebraska, died
Buffalo. K T. " I suffered with
ern part of the city, the dispatch said,
. Sacramento, Calif." I bad or.
Packing stock
28
(30
organio inflammation and displace
ganio trouble and had such terrible
suddenly, aged 65. He is the third Lingovernment
Including
buildings,
is
Fat.
Hutter
ment. When lifting I bad such pain pain and swelling in the lower part
coln postmaster to die during Presiheld by loyal republicans.
65
Direct .
and bearing down that I was not
of my sida that I could not stand on
60
Station
dent Wilson's administration.
A Berlin dispatch from Carl D.
able to stand op, and it hurt me to my feet or even let the bed clothes
walk or go up or down stairs. I was touch my side. I gave up my work
By means of three separate land
Groat, United Press staff correspond
Fruit.
going to a doctor without any rethinking I would not he able to go
Apples, Colo., box
deals, Japanese have obtained control
I. ..$1.6003.00 ent, confirmed the news agency dis
sults and he said the safest thine back for months. My mother
rears, vjuio., crate
.UVU-'
patch that the government of Presl
would be to have an operation. I
me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
of more than 60,000 acres In Lower
met a lady who told mo she had Vegetable Compound as it had saved
dent Ebert, first head of the new Ger
California, on the very border line of
Vegetables.
three operations and was not well her life at one time, and it put me
Beans, navy, cwt........ 8.60 9.00
man republic, has been overthrown.
the United States. All this land is
until she took Lydia E. Pinkham's
in a wonderful condition in a couple
Lleans, pinto, cwt
Kapp,
Wolfgang
new
chancellor,
Vegetable
Compound.
of weeks, so I can keep on working.
within comparatively close distance of
Lieana. lima, lb
a
22
felt
relief
I
after
taking
two
bottles
work in department store and
Kapp
made
green,
Beans,
I
virtual dictator.
was born
lb
320
the tiny border city of Andrade.
of Vegetable Compound and I kept
Beans, wax, lb
have to stand on my feet all day and
320
New
in
York.
preparon
ripe olives and olive
S uiiun
Sale
Beets, new. cwt
en with It until I was cured. I alI do not have any more pains. I
Proclamation of new government
carrots, new. cwt
s.&o
ways use Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver
surely recommend your vegetable)
ations In glass containers Is prohibCauliflower, lb
18
Pills
are
fina.
they
and
Compound to all my friends and you
says
Everything
Is to enable
Celery, Colo
ited In Montana by a decision of the
1.00
used
sour
to
turn
on
my
may use these facts as a testimonand
stomach
Germany
"fulfill
to
conditions
those
h.,
cucumbers,
h.
8.26
doz....
State Board of Health. This action
the Liver Pills relieved that." Mrs. ial.
Bwstha, J. Puskju, 8320 H
Leaf lettace, h. h., dos...
.90
peace
of
treaty
which
the
are
reason
A.
893
EooBsa,
Fargo Avenue, BU Sacramento, Calif.
was taken as a result of the deaths of
Lettuce, head, doz
76
'
Baftalo,N.Y.
able
not
and
Onions, Colo., cwt
Í.00
five persons at Java, Mont., from baPotatoes, new. Colo
4.60
Reported Von Hindenburg Is to be
The fact is, the Best Medicine for Women i
cilli botuiinus several months ago.
Radishes, round, h. h
360
made "Imperial president."
6UW
naaisnes, long, h. n
Fire which has been smoldering for
Turnips, new, cwt.
6.000 6.26
up
government
Ebert
flees and sets
over a year in the Argonaut mine al commercial communication with Amer
f
capital In Dresden, capital of Saxony.
i. TWvih V
Jacksoa, Culif., has broken through in- ica. The Swedish station, If the funds
HAY AND GRAIN.
Berlin, March 15. The conviction
Grain.
to the Kennedy mine, one of the great- are forthcoming, will be located near
est gold producers in California. Work Falkenburg on the Swedish west coast. (Buying price, bulk, carloads, F. O. B. has prevailed from the start among
Denver.!
men not Identified with the present
A bulkhead Is being The approximate cost is 10,000,000 kro Corn. No. S yellow
is suspended.
12.7S
revolution that It would be short
3
No.
ner.
Corn.
2.72
mixed
built across a communicating tunnel at
Oats, per cwt
2.95 lived as It Is outwardly without sup-the 3,300 foot level In the hope of GENERAL
ftarley, per cwt
2.85 port
of the Conservatives
or the Re
checking the flames.
II.. w
w
, ,i ,
,
1
...!
The American Legion has received Timothy, No. 1, ton
uuu
u
la
euueis,
vieweu in
""'""'"J
$26.00
As a measure looking toward stabil-- ' from the Y. M. C. A.
$400,000 of the nmotny. No. z, ton
24.60 many quarters as a "trial balloon
lzatlon of the lumber market price re- gift of $500,000 promised, represent South Park, No. 1, ton
25.00 which will collapse shortly. The most
L.YOIA C PINKMAMi WEDICINC CO-- . LYNN, MAS Sj
2,
No.
ton
South
23.50
Park.
ductions, which, It was declared, would ing surplus from operation
22.60 immediate danger Is recognized as a
of Y. M. C. Alfalfa, ton
amount to 10 to 30 per cent under pres A. canteens and post exchanges in Second Bottom No. 1, ton
21.00 general strike throughout Germany,
20.00
HORSES COUCHING Í USE
Second Bottom No. 2. ton
ent prices, were recently announced by trance during the war.
8.00 which has already been proclaimed in
Straw
the Weyerhauser Sales Company at
many
of the principal cities, Including
Two Inmates of Clinton prison at
HIDES AND FELTS.
Spokane, Wash., distributing agency
Berlin. In the meantime the old gov
Dannemora
to break it up and sat them back In condition. Twentjr-el- z
died,
have
gone
have
five
by
(Quotations
furnished
Charles
for eleven lumber mills controlled by totally blind
ernment is recovering its nerve, and
years' use has made "Spohn'a" Indispensable in treating- Cnushs
rlend & Co., Inc.)
and twenty-fiv- e
are vic
and
Colda. Influenza and Dlatemper, with their rasultinf complithe Weyerhauser Interests. The re
seems
to have very liberal support
DENVER PRICE LIST.
cations, and all dlaeaaea of the throat, noas and lungs. Acta
duced prices, It was declared, would tims of partial loss of vision as the re
from
Dry
the
federal
states.
Hides.
marvelously
aa a preventive, acta equally wall as a curs. t
Flint
sult of the outbreak of some mysterl
cents and IMS per bottle at drac stores.
remain effective at least until June 1. ous
16 lbs. and up
35o
Uprisings
Paris.
against
coun
the
malady which is baffling state of Butcher,
Butcher, under 16 lbs
BFOHN MEDICAL COMPANY.
85c
Ooshea, lad.
weights
83c ter revolutionary government of Ger
WASHINGTON
ficials and medical men.
Sallen, all stags
18c many have taken place in cities along
Making
Up
Some women who wouldn't think of
for It
General Pershing will leave Washing
Plans to convert the roof of the new Culls
16c
Mrs. Gnbblns "Do you believe in taking boarders are glad to accommothe Rhine,- - says a Mayence dispatch
Dry salt hides, Co per lb. less,
ton about March 25th for the Panama union station Into a landing field for
Dry Flint Felts.
to the Excelsior. It Is declared the sit- heredity Her Husband "Not much! date a few remunerative guests.
canal cone to Inspect the military de- airplanes were presented to the Chi
rVut4 pelt
5o uation is rapidly developing and that lour grandmother was dumb,
fenses there. This will constitute the cago air board by William J. H. Strong .Short
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80c
20c strikes are being declared everywhere.
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last lap of his Inspection tour of the of the American Association of En- No.
2 murrain shearings
10c
London. The militia at Frankfort
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nation's military posts. He will be gineers. The roof will have an area of JBucks, saddles, pieces of pelts
UIIRTC IICC
MAKE NEW GARMENTS
16c
away two or three weeks.
attacked the barracks where Noske'l
Green Salted Hides, Etc.
more than two city blocks, he said, af
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FOR
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Cured hides. 25 lbs. up, No. 1..
ISc troops were quartered but were re
Unless provision Is made to maintain fording plenty of room for
Cured hides, 26 lbs. up. No. 2..
14c
"Diamond Dyes" Turn Faded, Shabby
Bulls, No. 1
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navy within a few years will be faced Catholic Herald, whose trial on a Kip, No. 1
25c
Don't worry about perfect results.
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bothers.
23c Strikers are demonstrating In the
with the same lack of potential man- charge of Inciting to the murder of Calf,
No. 1
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Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
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Frankfort.
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power as when the country entered the Viscount French, lord lieutenant of Calf, No. t
25c
Most folks forget that the kidneys, give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
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16c same correspondent, there also has
war, Secretary Daniels told the House Ireland, and others In an article in Branded
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14c been considerable fighting
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per
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2c
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committee.
In another his newspaper, opened at the old
naval affairs
than
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new
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reirimes
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war, the secretary said, there probably Bailey Court in London, was found
Green hides. 4c per lb. less than Dusseldorf. In southern Germany the ally, else we have backache and dull blouses, stockings, skirts, children's
would not be the "same opportunity guilty.
He was sentenced to six cured.
governments are reported to be com- - misery in the kidney region, severe coats, feathers everything !
Green Baited Horaehldes.
for preparation."
months' imprisonment
.,
No. 1
$8.0009.00 blnlng to oppose the revolution.
Direction Book in package tells how
headaches, rheumatic twinges, torpid
No. t
7.0008.00
to diamond dye over any color. To
The Senate ordered an Investigation
sleeplessness
liver,
and
stomach,
acid
Five armed men, accompanied by a
Headless, 60c less.
of the United States Grain Corpora- young woman, drove an automobile to Ponies and glue
match any material, have dealer show
all sorts of bladder disorders.
Puto Up Fight to Save Bank Roll.
1.6005.00
tion on the basis of charges made by the Jewelry store of the James A.
Ton simply roust keep your kidneys you "Diamond Dye" Color Card. AdT,
Chicago. Otto P. Gross, a saloon
a federal grand Jury at Spokane, Armlger Company
keeper on the Northwest Side, drew active and clean, and the moment yon
at Baltimore,
METAI. MARKETS.
Wash.
With That Voice.
smashed the plate glass window of
$12,000 from a bank In order to cash feel an ache or pain in the kidney
Colorado settlement prices:
He I have formed the habit of singpay' checks for his customers. Fifteen region, get about four ounces of Jad
An authorized peacetime army of the store, stole $25,000 worth of dia
Bar silver, $1.21.
minutes later three bandits entered the Salts from any good drug store here, ing at my work.
289,000 enlisted men and 17,820 officers monds, shot and slightly wounded
Copper, pound, 19 20c.
She How you must hate
Charles
who
Wllliar,
to
tried
block
saloon, fired twenty shots at Gross and take a tablespoonful In a glass of water
has been approved by the House,
Lead, 19.25.
for a few days and
before
breakfast
wife,
wounding
his
Clara,
both
them
which, by a vote of 79 to 25, refused to their way, and escaped.
of
Spelter, $8.72.
seriously. Due to the plucky fight he your kidneys will then act fine. This
Recipients of shell souvenirs brought
Tungsten, per unit $6. 60012. 00.
amend the army reorganization bill so
112
put up, Gross saved the money, but It famous salts is made from the acid of
as to fix the maximum strength at by former doughboys from France hurgrapes and lemon Juice, combined with
may
cost
life.
ried
to
his
hove
14,000
Chimen
them inspected at
226,000
and
officers.
EASTERN LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
llthla, and Is harmless to flush clogged
as the result of the explosion of
At Chicago.
Government operations in the ship- cago
kidneys and stimulates them to normal
Bar Alien Land Ownership.
a three-incwhich
shell
killed
Albert
Chicago. Hogs Bulk, I14.6515.60;
ping business resulted in a net profit
Son Francisco. The California Ori activity. It also neutralizes the acids
Blumberg and Injured two of his comtop, $15.65; heavy, $14.25015.15; me
of $10,493,000 up to last June 20th, panions. The explosion
Exclusion League and affiliated In the urine so it no longer Irritates,
occurred when dium, $14.90 15.60; light, $16.10 15.66 ; ental
organizations made plans here to sub- thus ending bladder disorders.
Chairman 'Payne told the Senate Mer- Blumberg began tinkering with
light,
light,
heavy
$4.6015.40;
the
pack
Jad Salts is harmless; inexpensive;
chant Marine Committee, making pub- shell, which he believed a "dud." The ing sows, smooth, 13. ZbWia.lb; pack mit to the people of California as soon
llthla-wate- r
lic for the first time complete statis- detonation shook buildings for blocks. ing sows, rough, $12.50ij)13.00; pigs, as possible an initiative petition de makes a delightful effervescent
i
everybody
14.(6.
should
drliik
13,bB7
which
signed
prevent
to
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aliens
to
tics covering the financial aspects of
0
There will be no strike by the
Cattle Beef steers, 'medium and citizenship from controlling or operat take now and then to keep the kidneys
the board's transportation activities.
heavy,
prime,
choice
and
$14.60016.00:
railroad maintenance of way men
ing agricultural land In any other ca clean, thus avoiding serious compliFormer service men soon will get represented in a national meeting
and good, $11.8514.60; com
cations.
at medium
mon, 19.76 011.15; lightweight, good pacity than as laborers.
"real letters" instead of mimeograph Chicago, said J. B. Malloy, a grand and
local druggist says he
A
Standard cold remedy for It year
choice, $12.76015.40; common and
in taeiet lorm aaia, aura, a
copies from the war risk bureau. DiU. 8. Returns $24,000 to Owners.
$9.604712.76;
sells lots of Jad Salts to folks who
butcher cattle.
vice president The grand lodge heads medium, $7.35013-75opiates breaka up a cold in 24
cows, $7.10012.75;
;
St. Louis, Mo. Cash and securities believe in overcoming kidney trouble
rector Cholmeley Johns said that the voted to abide by the decision of their heifers,
reiteres grip in I oavs.
. noura
canners and cutters, $4.907.00; veal amounting to $24,000,
Money back if It faile. The
confiscated ' by while It Is only trouble. Adv.
insurance division of the bureau was president and executive board to give calves, $16.25618.76; feeder steers
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box has
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.top with Mr. huts
018.00; stocker steers, $7.250 the government under a provision of
"virtually at the end of Its period of the
I U n ni X.
rail bill a trial and $8.71
,
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picture.
the prohibition enforcement act have
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congestion" and that in a few weeks to try for better wages by peaceful 1U.I6.
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$17.25020.00:
owner
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"peach" because she has a heart of
it would be able to answer every let- methods before resorting to a walkand common, $14.00 17.00; ewes, me- United Blares district attorney's office stone.
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dium, good and choice, $11.00014.25;
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The bodies of about 50,000 of the
A daring robbery was executed at
American dead in France will be re- Baltimore, Md.f when twelve men,
ChleagF reduce.
Big Firs In Texas Town.
Chicasro.
Craamerv. KAi
Butter
turned to the United States, while be- masked, and armed, rushed the three
5VC.
Worth, Texas. Loss estimated
Fort
tween 20,000 and 25,000 will' remain watchmen at the Mount Vernon DisEars Firsts. 45íí46Uc- - nnHn.rv at more than $2,000,000 was caused
permanently Interred overseas, Secre- tilling Company's warehouse and after firsts, 3743c; at mark, cases lnoluded,
Then Throw Away Tour Sprays porarily clear them away, they
and 1,500 people rendered homeless by
tary Baker has Informed Chairman lasting a guard over them put a
Poultry Alive SDriners. Sfiiv fnwia fire which swept Orandvlew. The enwill promptly
until their
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and Other Makeshift Treat
Wadsworth of the Senate Military of trucks in operation to get away with SIC
cause is removed.
business
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residential
ment
Cask Grata In Cateas;,
Committee.
S. S. S. is an antidote to the milsUty barrels of whisky valued at
Chicago. Wheat No. 8 mixed, $2.40. tion of the city was destroyed.
Why? Simply because you have lions of tiny Catarrh germs with
Announcement by Secretary Houston
mnea. ii.da: niv vai. Three men were , Injured when
Vurn no.
1W, $1.691.61.
overlooked the cause of catarrh, which your blood is infested. A
that no further loans would be made
Attorney General Brundage of Illi
Oats No. I white. 910 92UC! Ma I a building collapsed. Fire depart
nd all of your treatment has been thorough course 'of this remedy
to the allies, is believed at Washington nois has ruled that women cannot vote
ments from Cleburne, Itasca and Alve-rad- o
misdirected. Remove the cause of will cleanse and purify your blood,
NO. 2,
KX
to indicate the adoption by the treas- In the presidential primary. His rul
31.4801.66.
responded, but the water in the
the clogged-u- p accumulations that and remove the disease germs
Timothy Bred 112.00014. 00.
ury of the policy favored by the debtor ing was made on a request for inforchoke up your kir passages, and which cause Catarrh.
standpipes gave out and the firemen
Clover
Seed
$45.00059.00.
nations of deferring interest payments mation from Robert M. Sweltzer, coun
they will naturally disappear for For free medical advice write to
Pork Nominal.
were nnablt) to do anything except
Lard $21.02.
;ood. But no matter how many Chief Medical Adviser. 101 Swift
for the next three years or more.
ty clerk of Cook county.
town
watch
the
burn.
libs $170011.50.
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Steamship Moccasin, former German liner, mysteriously sunk at her pier In Brooklyn.
8 Italian
recently opened by the duke of Devonshire.
reservists
'America after fighting through the war.
1

dian federal parliament building

great purpose of annexing, or
ering, Bessarabia.

NEVIS REVIEW OF

CURRENTEVENTS
Conditions in Turkey Compel the
Allies to Make Strong
Showing of Force.
RUSSIA AGAIN

SEEKS

PEACE

Renews Offers to Warsaw After a
Severe Defeat by Poles Supreme
Council on Economic Restoration
Another Final Struggle in
Senate Over the

Treaty.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Conditions In Turkey have been going
from bad to worse until the supreme
council of the allies has been driven
not only to adopt drastic measures but
even to plan for the temporary taking over 'of certain of the Turkish
government activities, including the
war department. If the Turks behave
themselves better and cease the massacring of Armenians this control will
be only temporary. Urged especially
by Premier Venizelos of Greece, the
council Is said to have ordered the
occupation of Important points In Asiatic and European Turkey by allied
military and naval forces In the belief that strong showing of military
force would bring the Turks around
to their senses. If this Is not sufficient, it may be necessary to start
operations against Mustapha Kernel
Pasha, the Turkish commander in
Asiatic Turkey, and it Is believed
these would be carried out by the
Greek army of 90,000 men now In the
Smyrna region.
Since the recent massacre In
Ma-ra-

similar outrages have occurred
In a number of other places and it
la reported that Turks, Kurds and
Arabs are besieging Alntab, Urfa,
In
Mardln and other towns.
all these places there are American
relief workers who are In danger, and
manv days aeo Consul J. B. Jackson
at Aleppo asked our state department
to send a squadron of warships to
Port Alexandretta. The French garrisons, however, are the chief objects
of attack and considerable French re
inforcements have been sent to CM
cía.
The trouble in Turkey, whlcft Is
said to be directed rom Berlin and
supported by the bolshevlkl, Is a part
of the eeneral fleht being put up In
Egypt, Mesopotamia, and other coun
nationalists who are
tries by
attacking the British rule. Dispatches
from Turkey assert that Prince Feisal
of the Hedjaz kingdom Is Implicated
In It and has suggested a possible
union of Turkey. Syria and the Hedjaz.
The situation Is becoming almost as
complicated
and difficult to understand as that In Russia some months
Dia-bek- r,

ago.

What was heralded as a great drive
against Poland by the Russian bolshe
vlkl was turned Into a decisive defeat
of the latter when the Poles took two
important railway Junctions and a
large number of prisoners, Including
an entire division staff. Immediately
thereafter Tchitcherln, soviet foreign
minister, sent another peace note to
Warsaw, asking when and where the
peace delegates of all the border
might meet with the representa'
tlves of the bolshevlkl. He asked Poland to refrain from further hostilities
and explained that the soviet opera
tlons on the Lithuanian and White
Rmhenlan fronts, which the Poles had
broken up, were Inspired by fear that
the Poles Intended to start a drive
aealnst the Ukraine. President Pllsud
ski's position In Poland was greatly
strengthened by the victory of his
troops and the attitude of the Mos
cow government.
The Roumanians and the bolshevlkl
are in a fair way to make peace, ne- ' eotlatlons now being under way at
Dorna-Watr- a
In Bukowlna. As a pre
liminary the Roumanians demand that
the soviet troops be withdrawn from
the frontier and that commercial rela
tlons be resumed, It now appears likely that Roumanla will succeed In her

recov-

The supreme council of the allies,
taking note of the distressing state of
the world In general, has Issued a
memorandum on economic conditions
that Is welcomed by all serious minded persons.
For the preservation of
civilization It urges, as might be expected, the early and complete restoration of peace conditions, with nor
mal economic relations, reduction of
armies to a peace footing and limita
tion of armaments; the encourage
ment of larger and better output by

2

New Cana-

returned

1

to

Quite naturally, Mr. Wilson's refer
ences to French policies annoyed the
French government and enraged the
French people. It was reported that
Ambassador Jusserand had been In
structed to ask our state department
for a more explicit explanation of the
president's meaning.

That the president's letter sounded
the knell of the treaty was the gen
eral opinion, for while there were
some further feeble efforts at compro
mise, the senators prepared them'
selves for a final fight In which It was
believed enough Democrats would be
rallied to the support of the president
workers everywhere; the suppression to prevent ratification with reservaof extravagance, and deflation of tlons, provided the "Irreconcilable"
credit and currency; and assistance Republicans voted with them.
for countries that are now unproduc
tive for lack of raw materials. WithThe Insurgent Democrats, most of
out any suggestion of mitigating the whom are up for
this year,
treaty terms it Is stated that Germany are Inclined to think Bryan was right
and especially Austria must be en when he said the party could not
af
abled to obtain foodstuffs and raw ford to go
before the country on the
remay
materials In order that they
Issue of article 10, yet that is the pros
cover enough to pay the indemnity
pect that confronts the Democrats,
demanded of them, and It is declared And If
that Is made the Issue, It Is
must
that the total of the reparation
predicted that Mr. Wilson will be combe fixed at the earliest possible time. pelled to
reconsider his reported deThere Is even a suggestion that Ger cision not to seek a third term. Of
many should be allowed to raise an
the administration Democrats who are
International loan to meet her Imme- after the nomination Attorney General
of
proposed
line
needs.
In this
diate
Palmer Is the only one who Is trying
conduct toward the vanquished na- to capture
Instructed delegations, and
tions the supreme council Is facing the of course If his chief determined to
not
facts with business calculation,
run again, Mr. Palmer would have to
with sentimental feelings.
stand aside. The others, like McAdoo,
have been contenting themselves with
If there had been any tendency keeping their names before the public
toward treating Germany with more and advising the sending of unlnstruct- tenderness It probably would have ed delegates to San Francisco.
been dispelled by the many attacks
Many of the Republicans welcomed
made last week by Germans on army the chance to make article 10 the Is
officers and others of the allies In the sue of the campaign, the lrreconcll
These ables especially being pleased. The
country on official business.
outrages took place In Berlin and sev- situation served to boost the stock of
eral other cities and were deliberate Senator Hiram Johnson considerably,
and seemingly planned. The Berlin Two of his colleagues, Kenyon of Iowa
government deplores them and prom and Norrls of Nebraska, promptly an
ises to punish the offenders, among nounced that they would support his
whom Is Prince Joachim Albrecht, candidacy.
"The president has made
the issue," said Kenyon. "It Is articousin of the former kaiser.
Minister of Defense Noske has been cle 10. Let the fight come. Let the
telling correspondents how scrupulous Democrats nominate Woodrow Wilson
ly Germany has been carrying out the under the white flag of International
terms of the treaty by reducing her Ism and the Republicans nominate HI
military and naval strength, but there ram Johnson under the Stars and
are other things the government has Stripes of Americanism."
So far, however, the main contest'
not done yet. Among these is the ap
plication of the promised penalties for ants for the Republican nomination re
the outrages suffered by officers of the main as before, General Wood and
interallied commission of the Baltic Governor Lowden. Both have made
states during the German evacuation considerable progress and also their
of that region. The conference of al managers have succeeded in stirring up
In some
lied ambassadors has sent to Berlin a a eood deal of bitterness
firmly worded note demanding that states, notably Illinois, where the Low
den men thought the Wood forces were
this pledge be carried out at once.
trying to trespass on their preserves,
When Frank Hitchcock became activeAt frequent Intervals the opposing ly engaged In the Wood campaign It
forces 'in the senate have entered on was believed this would assure for the
what Is described by the Washington general the support of all the south
correspondents as the decisive strug ern states, where Hitchcock built up
gle over the peace treaty of Versailles. a smooth-workinmachine when he
At this writing they are engaged In was ' postmaster general. But this
another of those combats, and the Idea received a jolt last week when
prospect is that this time It really will the North Carolina state convention
be decisive. Early In the week Presl Indorsed the candidacy of Judge Peter
dent Wilson, rather than to confer C. Prltchard.
with a representative of the comproHerbert Hoover has done something
misers, wrote a long letter to Senator to make clear his political affiliations
Hitchcock In which he reasserted his In a letter to a California admirer he
old position regarding the treaty, con says It Is well known that he was a
before the
demned the reservations as a oulllfl nroeresslve Republican
cation of the League of Nations cove war, and that he is now an indepen
nant and pleaded for consideration of dent progressive.
the needs of humanity Instead of "spe
cial national interests." He demand
The nresldent's commission for set
ed that article 10 be accepted un- tlement of the coal mine labor troubles
changed and asserted that to refuse to was unable last week to formulate a
accept the moral obligation required nnnnlmniia rpnnrt as Mr. Wilson re- by it would be a breach of good faith. nnpstpd. but one was forwarded to
If the United States cannot enter the the White House, signed by Peale, rep
league with full responsibility, he said, resenting; the owners, and Robinson,
It should retire gracefully from the representing the public. White, repregreat concert of powers. Article 10, senting the miners, refused to concur.
said the president, represents the re- This disagreement was over the quesnunciation by the other great powers tion of hours, Mr. White holding out for
day while the others In
of their old imperialistic ideas and a seven-hou- r
day. The ma
alms, and Its doctrine Is the essence sisted on an eleht-hou- r
of Americanism. He continued :
inrltv renort was that the bituminous
"Militaristic ambitions and Imperial miners should be given a 25 per cent
istic policies are by no means dead, increase In wages, this including tne
even in the councils of the nations 14 per cent Increase granted them
whom we most trust and with whom when the strike was called off last rail,
we most desire to be associated In the
tasks of peace." And then he added
The Supreme court of the United
the surprising statement that the milt' States dealt the national treasury
tarlstlc party of France which was rather a severe blow last week when
prevented from getting the upper hand It decided that stock dividends of cor
during the peace conference Is In con- poratlons are not taxable as Income,
trol there now. In evident allusion to The government will be compelled to
Vincent Grey's letter, he says he Is return a huge sura maybe as much as
"not willing to trust to the counsel of $100,000,000 already collected. Many
diplomats the working out of any sal- corporations that have been accumu
vation of the world from things which latlng big surpluses have been await
ing the decision to "cut melons."
It has suffered."
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Probably no institution in America
Is more widely known than Doctor
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel In Buffalo,
N. Y. Although established many years
ago It Is today a modern sanitarium,
having all the latest facilities for the
correct diagnosis of diseases and their
successful treatment through medicine
or surgery.
It was Dr. Pierce, Its founder,
who over 50 years ago gave to the
world that wonderful stomach tonic
and blood purifier, "Goldet Medical
Discovery,"
and that famous non
alcoholic medicine for women, "Favorite Prescription."
In his early professional career, Dr.
Pierce realized that every family, but
especially those who Uve remote from
a physician, should have at hand an
Instructive book that would teach them
something about First Aid, Physiology, Anatomy, Hygiene; how to rec
ognize different diseases, bow to can
for' the sick, what to do In case of accident or sudden sickness, etc., so ht
published that great book, the "Medical
Adviser," an
edition ol
which can be procured by Bending 50
cents to Doctor Pierce's Invalids1
Hotel In Buffalo, N. Y.
Later, Dr. Pierce added another link
to his chain of good works by establishing a bureau of correspondence tí
which any one can write for medical
advice, without any expense whatever,
and if necessary, medicines especially
prepared In Doctor Pierce's Laboratorj
will be sent by parcel post or exprés
for use at home, at a reasonable cost
Thus those who have symptoms of disease need not suffer mental agony fear
ing that they have some serious ailment, but can have a diagnosis made
free by a physician of high professional standing. Write to Dr. Pierce
relating your symptoms If you need
medical advice for any chronic disease.
All letters regarded as confidential.
te
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Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Young
Soap 25c, Oiahaeat 25 Sid 50c,

touchy corns off with

New Mexico
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INSTITUTION.
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Tikn 25c

Capable men In every
Wanted Immediately
Big money, No exp,
countv. ODDortunlty.
or capital. Jamico, Box 73, San Francisco.

Tne Kind.
"We had shortcake yesterday."
"So had we. It was so short It
wouldn't go around."

fingers

Weetern Newspapar Union Newt Servio.
Clovls, N. M., Is to have a municipal

auditorium with a large stage for the
first floor and a basement club room
with pool tables and library.
Those following the oil development
of the Pecos Valley closely now declare
that over ten deep test wells will be
drilled In that section during the spring
and summer.
The Beck grant south of Las Vegas,
N. M., has been leased by A. A. Jones
and H. W. Kelly to Whitten & Young
of Tulsa, Okla., and will be thoroughly
explored for oil this year.
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
Drilling for oil and gns south of Freezone on an aching corn, Instantly
by
Wagon Mound, N. M., will be done
that corn stops hurting, then you lift
the Wagon Mound Development Com- It right out Yes, magic I
pany of Valley Center, Kan. The comA tiny bottle of Freezone costs bat
pany Is backed by men of sufficient a few cents at any drug store, but Is
wealth to Insure a depth of 5,000 feet sufficient to remove every hard corn,
If necessary.
soft corn, or corn between the toes.
Flood waters this winter have caused and the calluses, without soreness or
the Salt river to change its course cut- Irritation.
ting away valuable farm lands near
Freezone Is the sensational dis
covery of a Cincinnati genius. It is
Lehi, Arizona, according to a delega
tion of Lehi residents who called on wonderful. Adv.
the board of supervisors of Maricopa
county. The residents asked county aid
Heard at the Club.
"Then you don't think Cheatem la
in returning the river to Its former
straight?"
channels.
Why. If that fellow
"Straleht!
The new automobile license law will
produce around $150,000 a year for swallowed a wire nail he'd cough up
road work according to the New Mexico a corkscrem." Boston Transcript
Others
State Highway Department.
place the figure at $175,000. The sec
BACK ACHING?
retary of state has transferred to the
That "bad back" ii probably due to
state treasurer about $70,000 as collec
weak kidney, a trouble that often foltion up to Feb. 1. The February col
low grip, cold, or overwork. It ahowi
lections transferred by the secretary
in constant, dull, throbbing backache,
or sharp twingee when toopinu or lifttotal $42,502.77.
ing. You have headaches, too, dizzy
J. B. Fulwlder, who Is Interested In
ipelli. a tired, nervout feeling and irrec-ula- r
kidney action. Don't neglect it.
the Ideal Mining and Milling Company,
Use Doan'e Kidney Pili. Thousand
whose property Is located at Elizabeth
have saved themselves serious kidney
town, N. M., has received specimens of
ills by timely use of Doan's. Afc
in
the your neighborl
ore taken from recent workings
tunnel which assay $168.25 per ton.
Colorado Case
Andrew E. JohnThe ore contains gold, sliver and cop
son, cabinet maker,
per values, and, according to recent reKnsign
St.,
Fort
ports from Elizabethtown, Is being
Morgan, Colo.,
says: "My kidneys
found In large quantities.
were Inflamed and
Sharp palna
sore.
men started
A force of twenty-fiv- e
went through the
work on the Improvement and rebuild
small of my back
when I tried to lift
lng of the road to the Rito de Los Frl
My kidanything;.
joles, which will cost $8,500, eliminate
neys acted Irreguannoyed
larly
and
the dangerous Ancho canon crossing,
me until I used
greatly reduce the running time of cars Doan's
Kidney
between Santa Fé and the Sito and
a short time when my
Doan's
but
constitute one of the most Important
back was free from pain and my kidneys In good working order. I credit
road improvements for years in the vi
Doan's Kidney Pills with curing me
cinity of Santa Fé.
permanently."
tyt Dean's at Any Store, 60e a Bos
In a report of the federal grand Jury
at Phoenix It was recommended that
no more federal prisoners be confined
FOSTER MI1BURN CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.
in the Maricopa county jnil "until or
unless the same is made more sanitary
and the directions of the United States
marshal are observed and followed out
In the matter of safeguarding prison
ers and the permitting of visitors un
by
der proper surveillance."
extension of time In
A ninety-daAcid-Sfomo- Gh
which to file plans for a union station
or for two Individual stations afford
Injr adequate facilities for Phoenix has
That bitter heartburn, belchlnf,
indlteetlon, bloat after eating
been granted in an executive session of
U are eauaed by
But they
danger sígnala to
only first symptoms
the Arizona Corporation Commission. are
warn you of awful trouble! It not stopped.
The Arizona Eastern and Santa Fé, Headache, blllouaneea. rheumatlam, sciatica,
tired, llitieea feeling, lack of energy,
Prescott & Phoenix railroads recently that
dlsalneaa, Insomnia, even cancer and ulcers
asked the extension In order to ascer of the Inteatlnea and many other alimenta
are traceable to
tain definitely their condition.
Thousands yes, millions of people who
ought to be well and strong are mere weakFourteen prisoners at the Bernalillo lings because
They really
of
In the midst of plenty because they
county Jail made an ineffectual at starve get
enough strength and vitality front
da not
tempt to escape by sawing through the the food they eat.
Take BATONIC and give your stomach Si
iron bars of a window with saws smug
chance to do Its work right. Make It strong,

A

DOAN'S Viffii

IIEAEITDURU

HOMELESS!

Caused

Headache,

Constipation,

Colds, Biliousness, driven
out with "Cascareis"
Drive away those persistent enemies
of happiness biliousness and consti
pation. Don't stay headachy, sick,
tongue coated, sallow arid miserable!
Never have colds, Indigestion, upset
gas.
stomach or that misery-makin- g
Feel splendid always by taking Cascareis occasionally. Cascarets never
gripe, sicken or inconvenience you like
Calomel, Salts, OH or nasty, harsh
Pills. They cost so little and work
while you sleep. Adv.
Consistency.
such a halting de

"That speaker has
livery."

"It

matches his lame argument."

CREAM

FOR CATARRH

g

.

OPENS UP NOSTRILS

Tolls How to Get Quick Relief From
It's Splendid

'

1

Head-Cold-

In one minute your clogged nostrils
will open, the air passages of your
head will clear and you can breathe
freely. No more hawking, snuffling,
blowing, headache, dryness. No struggling for breath at night; your cold
or catarrh will be gone.
Get a small bottle of Ely's Cream
Balm from your druggist now. Apply
a little of this fragrant, antiseptic,
healing creani in your nostrils. It pen-ertates through every air passage of
the head, soothes the Inflamed or
swollen mucous membrane and relief
comes Instantly.
It's Just fine. Don't stay stuffed-n- p
with a cold or nasty catarrh Relief,
comes so quickly. Adv.
The mantle oí charity protects a
multitude of amateur theatrical per
formances.

Sure

tlellf

CvvC

k

6

gled In by two men named McMasters
and Baker, held for highway robbery,
All the prisoners were long term fed
eral prisoners or men awaiting action
of the grand Jury. Four of the bars
had been sawed through before the at
tempt was discovered.
Developments on the property of the
at Bisbee,
Boras LeaHlng Company
Ariz., have not only proved the value
of the mine beyond question, but indi
cate that another big producer has
been developed and that the southern
end of the camp Is as good as the older
properties. A drift on the
level has opened up the saine ore body
on which the company has been work
lng 100 feet above, but the ore is of
much higher grade, running about 2C
per cent copper.
An Increase in tax collection in
New Mexico Is shown for 1919 over
1918 In a statement issued by the State
The percentage ol
Tax Commission.
collection for the first year was 80.87
and for the last, 89.30 and, the state
ment adds, It Is hoped that the general
average throughout the state will reach
95 per cent, through the effort of special counsel. The tax commission's rec
ords show that In 1918 the tax rolls to
talled $6,103,529.71 and the taxes col
lected to November 30 of that year
88.87 per
amounted to $5,302,589.13,
600-fo-

cent For 1919 the tax rolls totalled
$6,697,115.97 and the collections to No
vember 80, $5,964,680.47, 89.80 per cent
A rich strike has been made In the
Bland mine near Patagonia, Arizona,
which tends to bear out the prediction
e
of
miners that the Bland will
develop Into one of the best mines In
that section. The new vein Is between
three and four feet wide and assays
from the general run of the lead show
between $50 and $60 a ton In silver and
copper with a good percentage of lead,
Jose Qulroga, arrested and charged
with the robbery of postoffice boxes al
the postoffice at Patagonia, Ariz., wa
transferred to the Santa Cruz countj
Jail at Nogales awaiting hearing.
old-tim-

Beu-an- s

Hot water

Sure Relief

LFOR

y

ft

INDIGESTION

BATONIC
sweet and comfortable.
brings quick relief for heartburn, belching,
Indigestion and other stomach miseries. Improves digestion helps you get full strength
from your food. Thousands say BATONIC
Is the most wonderful stomach remedy lsj
the world. Brought them relief when everything else failed.
Our best testimonial la what KATONIC
will do for you. So get a big toe box of
BATONIC today from your druggist, uss It
five days if you're not pleased, return H
and get your money back.

cool,

t'

ATONIC

3 (Tor toür

Quicldy
Conquers
Constipation
Don't let constipation poison your blood
your energy.
ana curtail
If your Ü ver and bowe
Con t work prop- -

erly take
CARTEB'S
Uttle Liver
PUIS toda

and

UTTi rr

JÍ
rA

our 4

.4

I
trouble) will
1
cease. For dirxineea, lack of sppetitev
headache and blotchy skia nothina
can equal them. Purely vegetable.
ImaH KB StDose Saialirrlc
X CARTEB'S RON PILLS, Nature's
treat nerve and blood tonic for
Aaentla, Ekematlim, Nervoje33(
Sleeplessness and FeaulaWeakaeaa.
MsHiimi

in,

t

MMÍM BMf

few VlfMlM

scars,
rmklx,
removed;

smallpox pita, superfluous
crooked noses straightened
hair,
If you have facial disfigurements write Dr
Bailey, 124 Empire Bldg.. Denver, Colorado

PñTEf ITS

F--"-

-c"r

) o. Advine

Mas reasonable. Elghsstrsfereaoes. SeHserrleaa

Coughs Crow Dottcr

surprisingly soon, throat Inftainmstton disappears. Irritation Is relieved and throat bete-U- n(
stops, when you use reliable, tune-tsste- a

THE 8PAN.!SH.AMtRICr

Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

We are now Ready!
For Blacksmithing
and Wagon Work,

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers
Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State and
Courts and

That Storage Battery?

U, S.

When did you have it Tested ' last? It is very
likely to Freeze now and discharged Batteries
freeze easily.

3F

-

E

-

'

"

!

Undertaker

The ANDERSON GARAGE and Machine Works
is Now prepared to give you the service that your
Batteries demand,
Watch your Battery!

Anderson Garage &
Machine Works.
- - - Z53 11
"' 13

Fed-era-

Land Office

Licenced

J.

Embalmer

NOTICE IS IIEREBYGIVEN:
That the annual meeting of the
stockholders
of
Northeasten
New Mexico Oil Company will
be held at the office of said
company in Roy, New Mexico
on Monday, the 5th day of April
1920 at the hour of two o'clock
in the afternoon.
Dated, this 18th day of
March 1920,
F. S. Brown,
General Manager

Frompt and Efficient. Service.
Day or night.
Funeral Director, All details
planned and executed.

-

.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

j
f UV

H"
t,

J--

'

General Blacksmith

AT THE OLD STAND, .
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J.

,

D. Wade,

r
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MEDIUM
vf BOI!

2.00 to 20.00
P8.00 to 15.00

1

18.GÜ

to

12.00 to

15.00

1480 to 10.00

1

C"

8i0

1

8.00 to 6.(ffl

Heavy Furred
Ordinary

TO

tj

14.09 tor 12.C0

16.00

l5.09 to 12.00

1

10.00 to

1

Cased

$4.00.

7i0 ta 5i0

1

7.0

(o

J)

1

5.011

to 3 10

5.00 to 4

7.00 to 5.00

6.50 to

j 9.00 to 7.C0

5i0

SHIP

Mail

your check today to

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

HERALD
Herald Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico

AU

VOUR

FURS

1

4.10 to 3.00

.1527 W.Austin

Send xs

Perhaps This Is Worth Trying.
up bad in China
Should a i li'lil
the pnrcrns nrc siihl t( have forgot teu
to bind ltt wrists allnillnsr thereby f
I
n superstition flint If ii red eord
tied around mi Infcmfx wrists it con
not full to Krmv ni nu'et and

at your service.

ytm name for descriptive matter,
Reanember that we will carry in stock the
'

.

4.00

3.75

tt

3.00

on

usual repairs

for this

the International Une, which includes the P & O

Plnter3,

Write us for quotations on anything in the Implement, Wagon, Stationary Engine, Wind Mill Lines.

)

3.5? to 2.50

DlfftfCT

Two-ro-

Shovel and Lister Cultivators, Disc and

We are always

We can

get yew repairs for any

at your service.

tractor and horse drawn disc plows

Trading Company
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

'

TO

tir.

.

A Reminder to get your repairs EARLY. Be sure to get the complete numbers and description of parts needed.
implement, We handle the Genuine International repairs, They fit

y
n

1

-

tu

Lepers Live ram wv.i.
The 5,tM)(l lepers of Culion, riiilli-pln- e
islands, sell the products of thelí
farm ins and Hulling to the government,
with rawhich In turn furnishes
The lepers send'
tion!' and supplies.
money each month to thtrriclatlWin
the outside world.

v

Bargáin prices on Disc Harrows, Drill Attachments, Double Dise horse drawn Ptow,. Corn
Surface Cultivators, etc. It will pay you to look these over.

"Roy

2.00

2l60Chicaao.

Sole Agents in Roy

We are closing out our entire stock of Oliver and Molire Imjlements in order tt concentrate

Get our prices on the P&O

3i0

408 to

RAW FURS"
AMERICAN
Ave.Dept
U.S.A.

size Titan Tractor price F. O. B. Factory $1000.
size Titan Tractor price F. O. B. Factory 1900.

Implements, Gas Engines, Wagons, Tractors, etc,

7.00 to

1

miAfíscsTHOiseN mmRiD ccMm

i

V

1

A.B.SH ÜB EMT-'fiaaamtf

the-mes- a

Keraember our mechanic will help you get started, and is always
tractor.

VA

"SIIUBERT" RETURNS WILL MAKE YOU HAPPY
SHIP TODAY AMD KEEP T&I COMESG FAST

for its comprehensive, unprejmfices re
ports of the most important political
campaign irr the nation's history.
Pay Youv Herald Subscription
in Advamte. Save the Diffewote

rs

now.

'

.

These extremely high prices for New Mftico Furs are based on the
"SHUBERT" lifteral grading and are quoted for immediate shipment. No. 3, No. 4 and otherwise inferior skins at highest market
value. Ship your Furs now when we want 'em. You'll get "more
money" and get it "quiciser" too.

TODAY'S NEWS TODAY
Well ijttformed people waurt the Her.
fair
aid every day for its world-wid- e,
and accurate news service.
It will be found invaluable In 1920

this the right place.

Place your order

I 3'''.:fV

S TO

10.00 to 8.001 7X0 to 5.00

ti0

We have a straight carload of Titan Tractors in transit, These tnwtcms are hard to obtaro, owing to the; feigr demand for a powerful, economical,
what they tiairik of them.
simple oil burner that stands the strain of heavy duty. Ask the many user of this tested tractor on
8e will
famish you names.

Get our terms.

Ñí2

ytKiCg

GREY FOX

Published every business day.

Entire International Line

v

'EM

LYNX CAT
20.09

THREE CARLOADS
Tractors Implements Wago

15-3- 0

i

l

ttvlSMAU

I

TO

'COYOTE

'

On. m Bm&m

URGE

Tt

npvvkiiJX HMJUdkm

10-2- 0

'
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if

well-kno-

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooma
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the '
Depot, in the
Main Business' District
Will find

WHIM
Tg

Hr, imU, Ui

Don't overlook the broom offer to
the trade by
ROBERTS & OLVER.

75 cents a month.
6 mos. in advance,

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Land-Seeke-

I

"

Prop'r

o

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

Tourists and

V

AND WILL PAY THE PKlCE TO GET

WE WANT 'EM NOW

Evening Herald

ELDorado Hotel

lip:

J"

That's What You'ii Get from "SHUBERT"

GROWING

"

"
,

The Highest Prices Ever Known

and
Machine Work,

year in advanv, $7.50.
INDEPENDENT AGGRESSIVE

BECK, Manager.

-

1,1

i

IE RTM

SflU

1

NBeck Motor
Company

J 'I

As

as Albuquerque

reasonable prices.

Pl

v

.

f

t"

.

A. A. Wynne

Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings
Publications, ' Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

The Ford Runabout !s a Runabout in
Bcality
a regular business messenger, solving
"sta question of economical and quick transportation. The Contractor, Builder, Traveling
Salesman, Collector, Solicitor, all find the Ford
Runabout the most convenient as well as the
most economical among motor cars. Durable
fn service, and useful every day in the year.
We solicit your order for one or more. We ask
your patronage in the repair of your car, assuring you of genuine Ford Parts, skilled workmen,

.

i
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Big shipments of Brooms just received. They are absolutely guaran,
teed.
We ae offering them to tho
trade for 75c only. Come and see
irr yourself. .ROBERTS & OLVER

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M
THE UNIVERSAL CAR

rill

I

..;vf.

C. Dodds,

Roy, N.M.
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NOTICE

Sm- -

